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AA  theory is only a good theory if it can predict future events. In this chapter, I show that a Brahms model can 
bee developed that predicts plausible future work practice scenarios (Sierhuis et al. 2000b). The model is of 
thee Heath Flow Experiment (HFE) deployment during the ALSEP deployment EVA. This model is a theory 
off the work practice of the HFE deployment. In order to prove that this model is a valid implementation of the 
theoryy of the HFE work practice, I show that the model predicts the future behavior of the agents based on 
thee behavioral aspects of the agents in the model. If it can be shown that this model can predict future agent 
behavior,, the theory underlying the model (i.e. the theory of modeling work practice) is a valid theory for 
modelingg such behavior. This is the next step in the quest for evidence that Brahms is a tool for modeling 
andd simulating work practice. 

Goalss and objective s 

Thee objective is to abstract the work practice of the HFE deployment in such a way that we can simulate 
anyy HFE deployment plan for situation-specific scenarios. To do this, I focus on three important features that 
aree needed. First, the model needs a general situated activity-plan execution approach. Second, the model 
needss a general communication policy to handle the necessary planned voJce<lata communications from 
thee lunar surface astronauts. Third, during error situations in the HFE deployment activity the model has to 
showw the error-recovery behavior of the agents in situations that have not been previously described. 

Iff it turns out that we can only model communication and error-recovery by prescribing every situation, it can 
bee said that a general model can never be constructed, and that we cannot use the model to predict 
plausiblee behavior of the agents during new and not previously prescribed situations. If, on the other hand, 
wee can model the communication and error-recovery practice of the agents in such a way that we do not 
simplyy "hardwire" the behavior of the astronauts in previously observed situations, we can use the model to 
predictt what will happen in future situations that have not occurred previously. 

Thee research question in this experiment is: 

CanCan a work  practice  model  of  the Heath Flow  Experiment  deployment  procedures  on the 
MoonMoon  predict  plausible  changes  In the activity-behavior  of  the agents  in  the model,  when 
previouslypreviously  unmodeied  events  occur? 

Provingg that we can predict the work practice behavior of agents during new situations is the first step in 
showingg that we can use Brahms to design new work processes. Designing a new work process is the 
objectivee of the third and last experiment, in which we will design the work practices of a semi-autonomous 
robott on the Moon. 

Itt is important to stress that what is predicted in this experiment is the agent behavior performing situated 
activitiess from a predefined set, given the occurrence of certain events. It could be easily misunderstood that 
thee model is predicting events or new, not previously defined activities. It should be clear that this is not the 
case.. By predicting the activities the agents perform from a pre-specified set in given events, we are 
validatingg the model being a theory of work practice for the HFE deployment on the Moon. 

Approac h h 

II develop a model of work practice for the HFE deployment based on the Final Apollo 16 Lunar Surface 
Proceduress document, in which the detailed nominal timed activities during the HFE deployment are 
specifiedd (Kain et al. 1972). Using the actual Apollo 16 voice-loop data and mission video I am able to 
analyzee how the procedures are performed in practice. Unlike the Apollo 12 ALSEP Offload model from the 
previouss experiment, this model is not a descriptive model of what happened during the Apoto 16 mission. 
Instead,, this model is a more abstract and general model of the HFE deployment activity, based on an 
analysiss of how the planned nominal procedures are executed in practice. After the general HFE 
deploymentt activity is implemented, I will include the error-recovery activities of the astronauts based on 
observedd and analyzed errors during the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. During both these missions, events 
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occurredd that made the astronaut deviate from the nominal planned procedures. Using these situated-
specificc events, a generic activity model with which the agent can react appropriately and plausible in 
"future"" error events will be shown. 

Ass a validation step of this generic error-recovery activity, previously observed error events from Apollo 15 
andd 16 will be generated, and the behavior of the agents during the simulation will be compared to those 
observed.. In the next sections I describe the important aspects of the model, and the results of the 
validation.. Last, there will be some conclusions about the results from this experiment. The description of 
thee model will not be in as much detail as that of the first experiment in Chapter 6. Many of Brahms specific 
featuress are detailed in that chapter, as well as in chapter 4. 

7.11 HFE DEPLOYMENT 

Thee purpose of the Heat Flow Experiment (HFE) was to measure the thermal conductivity and temperature 
gradientt of the upper 2.44 meters of the lunar surface. They predicted two heat sources active in the Moon's 
interior:: (1) original heat from the time of the Moon's formation, and (2) radioactivity. The objective of the 
experimentt was to gather data on the Moon's internal heating process and use it as a basis for comparing 
thee radioactive content of the Moon's interior with the Earth's mantle. In addition to the Moon's internal 
temperature,, the experiment was capable of measuring the thermal conductivity of the lunar rock material. 
Thesee combined measurements would give a net heat flux from the lunar interior to the lunar surface. 
Similarr measurements on Earth had contributed to the understanding of volcanoes, earthquakes, and 
mountainn building processes. Together with seismic and magnetic data from the other experiments, the 
HFEE data would give scientist the ability to develop better models of the Moon, and therefore develop a 

Thee HFE (S-037) was part of the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experimentss Package (ALSEP), and was part of the 
missionn plans for Apollo 13, 15, 16, and 17. As many 
peoplee know, Apollo 13 never made it to the Moon. The 
firstt deployment was during EVA-1 of Apollo 15. Although 
problematic,, the experiment was deployed and data from 
thee lunar internal at Hadley-Apennine was sent to Earth. 
Nextt was the deployment planned for Apollo 16, also 
duringg EVA-1. Unfortunately, the experiment was broken 
duringg the deployment and no data was ever received from 
Descartes-Cayley.. The last HFE deployment was at 
Taurus-Littroww during the first EVA of Apollo 17. There, 
thingss finally went according to plan. 

Figuree 7-1. HFE deployment configuration 

Thee HFE consisted of two heat-flow probes, an electronics box, a probe emplacement tool, and the Apollo 
lunarr surface drill (ALSD). Figure 7-1 shows that in the deployment configuration each of the two probes 
wass connected by a cable to the HFE electronics box that rested on the surface, at the center of the two 
probes.. The two probes were positioned on either side of the electronics box in a straight line about 18 feet 
away.. The HFE electronics box provided control, as well as monitor and data processing capability for the 
experiment.. The box was connected with a cable to the ALSEP central station 30 feet away. The astronaut 
responsiblee for deploying the HFE used the ALSD to drill two lined boreholes in the lunar surface to insert 
thee probes. By drilling three hollow drill-rod sections into the surface a lined borehole was created. A closed 
drill-bitt on the first drill-rod allowed for penetration into the lunar surface. After the lined borehole was 
createdd an emplacement tool was used to insert the probe to full depth. 

7.1.11 HFE tim e lin e 

Onee astronaut performed the HFE deployment solo, while the other astronaut was deploying other ALSEP 
instruments.. During the Apollo missions different astronaut-roles deployed the HFE. During the Apollo 15 
andd 17 missions the CDR deployed the HFE, however during the Apollo 16 mission it was the LMP. I have 

betterr understanding of its history and origin. 

RTG G 

PROBEE «1 

PROBEE '2 

(30'' mm BETWEEN PROBES! 
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nott been able to uncover the reason for this switch, but it might have been as simple as personal preference 
off the individual astronauts. Regardless of this switch, the plan for deploying the HFE was the same on all 
missions.. Figure 7-2 shows the summary time line of the ALSEP offload and deployment for the Apollo 16 
mission. . 

SUMMARYY TIME LINE 
FROMM ALSE P OFFLOAD THROUGH ALSE P DEPLOYMENT 
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Figuree 7-2. Apollo 16 summary time line 

Itt shows the high-level ALSEP Offload and Deployment activities of the CDR and LMP over time. The 
ellipsee in Figure 7-2 shows that the HFE deployment is performed by the LMP and consists of three high-
levell activities: HFE equipment preparation, deploying HFE Probe 1 and 2. 

7.1.22 HFE Deploymen t procedure s 

Thee summary time line from Figure 7-2 was decomposed for planning and training purposes into a very 
detailedd step-by-step EVA procedure for each astronaut. In this procedure every step or activity is timed and 
planned.. Figure 7-3 shows this detailed procedure for the LMP from the Apollo 16 Final Lunar Surface 
Proceduress document (Kain et al. 1972). This is the data used to develop the work practice model. 
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Figuree 7-3. Apollo 16 HFE deployment timeline procedures for LMP 

Thee high-level activity HFE Equipment Preparation in Figure 7-2 appears in Figure 7-3 as the detailed 
proceduress Remove HFE SubPallet and Deploy HFE. The HFE Probe 1 activity is decomposed into the 
proceduress Bore Hole 1 Drilling and Emplace HFE Probe 1. Similarly, HFE Probe 2 is decomposed into 
BoreBore Hole 2 Drilling and Emplace HFE Probe 2. 

7.1.33 HFE Deploymen t activit y mode l 

Figuree 7-4 shows the activity decomposition for the HFE deployment procedure from Figure 7-3. The HFE 
deploymentt procedure consists of the HfeEquipmentPreparation and the DeployingHfeProbe composite 
activities.. Every astronaut that has trained to deploy the HFE knew how to perform these activities in the 
HFEE deployment procedure. The HFE deployment activities from Figure 7-3 are therefore represented in a 
Brahmss activity model that is implemented into the group AstronautsThatCanDeployTheHFE. All members 
off the AstronautsThatCanDeployTheHFE group are able to perform these activities. 
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Figuree 7-4. HfeEquipmentPreparation Activity and DeployingHféProbe Activity 

Beforee the astronaut can drill the HFE boreholes and insert the HFE probes, he has to prepare the 
equipmentt for deployment. The HFE subpallet is stored on the Power Package (PwrPkg; this is the 2nd 

ALSEPP package that also contains the RTG power supply). So, first the astronaut takes the HFE pallet off 
thee PwrPkg and lays it on the surface next to the PwrPkg. Now the HFE instrument on the pallet has to be 
connectedd to the Central Station (C/S). The astronaut grabs the flat cable with the C/S connector and walks 
overr with it to the C/S (see Figure 7-5, movement 1). There he connects the HFE instrument to the C/S. He 
thenn goes back to pick up the HFE instrument and carries it a minimum of 30 feet away from the C/S. In 
casee of the Apollo 16, the HFE deployment area is 30 feet South of the C/S (see Figure 7-5, movement 2). 
Afterr he positions the HFE pallet on the surface, he takes off the HFE probe box in which the two HFE 
probess are held. The box is in two halves held together with Velcro strips. The astronaut separates the two 
halvess of the probe box. Next, he carries the probe box halves 18 feet to the left and right respectively, to 
thee HFE borehole areas (see Figure 7-5, movements 3 & 4). He puts the instruments where he will return to 
drilll the holes. As the last activity in the equipment preparation, the astronaut needs to get the ALSD, the 
HFEE bore, core stems and the bore stem rack together. These are located on the Lunar Rover (LRV), and 
thuss the astronaut has to go to the LRV, get the drill, bore stems and rack from the rover and configure them 
(seee Figure 7-5, movement 5). 

7.1.3.11 DeployingHféProbe Activity 

Next,, the most complex activity is the actual deployment of the two HFE probes. As can be seen from 
Figuree 7-3, these two activities are identical. Therefore, the model requires only one DeployHfeProbe 
activity.. This activity is performed twice, once for the first probe and once for the second, at a different 
locationn with the same drill, but using different bore stems and a different probe. The actual task is pretty 
simple,, and if performed on Earth should not create a lot of problems. However, on the Moon in 1/6 G, this 
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tasktask is quite an effort. First, the astronaut has to carry the ALSD, the bore stems and bore rack to the 
deploymentdeployment site, i.e. the drill hole (see Figure 7-5, movement 6). 

RTG G 

t0m t0m 

PROBCC £1 

Next,, the ALSD tools have to be set up and made 
readyy for drilling. This entails opening the core stem 
bag,, picking the first core stem from the bag and 
attachingg it to the ALSD. Then the core stem is 
pushedd with the ALSD into the surface so that the 
drillingg can start. By starting the drill, the astronaut 
drillss the first bore stem into the surface. When the 
boree stem is far enough into the surface, the ALSD 
hass to be removed from the drill. Using the wrench 
doess this. The drill is positioned on the surface and 
aa second bore stem is grabbed from the bag. 
Insteadd of screwing the bore stem onto the drill 
layingg on the surface, the second stem is screwed 
onn the previous stem already drilled into surface. 
Thenn the ALSD is picked up and screwed on to the 
neww bore stem. After this has been accomplished, 
thee astronaut activates the ALSD again and the 
secondd bore stem is drilled further into the surface. 
Next,, it is time for the third and last bore stem. After 
alll three bore stems are drilled into the surface the 
astronautt has to place the HFE probe into the 
borehole.. The probe is located in the probe box that 
wass positioned near the borehole during the 
HfeEquipmentPreparationHfeEquipmentPreparation activity. 

Figuree 7-5. Astronaut movement during HFE Deployment activity 

Thee astronaut picks up the probe box to take out the HFE probe and the probe emplacement tool. He then 
insertss the HFE probe into the borehole, using the emplacement tool. After the probe is emplaced a thermal 
shieldd is placed into the borehole. As a last activity, the astronaut places a sun shield over the stem to 
protectt it. 

7.22 PREDICTIVE MODELING 

Thee Apollo 12 model of the ALSEP Offload from the previous experiment (chapter 6) is a descriptive model. 
Thee agents perform their activities and communications in a pre-specified, more or less "hardwired" way. 
Thee model can only simulate the ALSEP Offload as it happened during the Apollo 12 mission. The question 
thatt is being addressed in this experiment is how we could develop a work practice model that can be used 
too simulate the work practice during any HFE deployment mission. Such a model would be a predictive 
modell of the work practice. 

Theree are a number of issues in the design of a predictive model that will be worked out in the next sections. 
First,, I will describe how we can go from a "hardwired activity model" to a more flexible model in which the 
orderingg of an agent's activities is flexible enough that it can change dynamically, rather than having to 
changee the source code of the model. Secondly, I will address the issue of having conversations. A 
conversationn is a dynamic and situated activity. Agents need to be able to act and react to speech acts in a 
dynamicc fashion, such as asking a question when there is a need for information, and answering the 
questionn if it is being asked. 
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7.2.11 Dynami c plan s and schedule s 

Thee activity plan for the agents in the Apollo 12 ALSEP Offload model was hardwired into the workframes of 
thee model. After an agent is finished with an activity, the agent knows which next activity to perform, 
becausee a consequence in the workframe creates the belief about what activity to perform next. 

Forr example, Figure 7-6 shows a hardwired plan in which, after the agent has moved to the SEOBayArea, 
hee will open the SEQ Bay door as his next activity, regardless of the situation that arises at the SEQ Bay. 

workfram ee MovbigToSEQBa y { 
repeat:repeat:  false ; 
whenn (notfjh e agenlLocatlo n of curren t 
do { { 

== SEOBayArea) ) 

concfcide((cunmtcuTBntAcDVtt yy  = MoveActivity) , DKIOO, fc100) ; 
MovefSEQBayArea ,, 5,1); 

>> condudeKcunenUtextAcövity a 

} } 

sOpenSEQBayDoorActMty) ,, bc:100, IEO); 

Figuree 7-6. Hardwired activity plan 

Iff we want to use this plan for another Apollo mission, or another future HFE deployment mission, it is 
obviouss that this approach is not flexible enough to plan new situations. Therefore, a more dynamic 
approachh for the scheduling of activities for the agents needs to be implemented, without having to specify 
everyy context in which an activity might occur (Agre 1995). 

Thee approach taken is to view the astronauts' activity of determining what next activity to work on as part of 
theirr work practice. As such, determining what activity to work on next is explicitly represented as an activity 
inn the model instead of hardwiring it in workframes, such as the workframe shown in Figure 7-6. The 
operationalizationn of this activity in the real world can be found in the use of the cuff-checklist fae astronauts 
aree wearing on their space suit. In effect, this artifact contains a plan for action. When the astronaut is done 
withh an activity, he consults his cuff-checklist to determine the next activity. This is modeled as the 
DetermineNextActMtyDetermineNextActMty activity. In this activity the astronaut simply reads from his cuff-checklist what his next 
activityy is supposed to be51. The cuff-checklist artifact is modeled as located on his space suit (using the 
containmentt relation), and contains the astronaut's activity schedule (represented as "beliefs in the object"). 

Figuree 7-7 graphically represents this activity. The astronauts' plans are modeled as objects with relations to 
thee previous and next activities to be performed. By specifying the sequential ordering relationships between 
activities,, we specify the astronaut's plan to be performed. Even more, because the plan is modeled as 
beliefsbeliefs about activity objects, changing the beliefs about the next activity can dynamically change the plan. 
Thiss also allows for the agent to dynamically receive or change his beliefs about the plan. This is a crucial 
elementt in the design of this approach, which is used to model the change in the plan during situated errors. 

Next,, the model reperesents under what conditions the astronaut will perform the DetermineNextactivity. 
Thiss is done using a very simple workframe, shown in Figure 7-8. Whenever the agent gets the belief 

(currentgetNextActMty=true), , 

thee ReadingCuffCheckList workframe (Figure 7-8) gets executed. This immediately makes the agent 
performm the DetermineNextAcMty activity, while interrupting any current activity due to the high priority given 
too the execution of the DetermineNextAcMty activity (priority = 100). 

511 It should be noted that the agent is nof planning in this adfc/ity, but readhg a pre-specffied plan developed 
activity,, developed and trained long before the actual mission. 
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objec tt  LmpCuffCheckLis t instanceo f CheckLis t 

extend ss Deploymen t Plan 

initial_beliefs: : 
(currentt performer CharlieDuke); 

(current.firstt Activity = AlsepPackagePlacementActivity); 

(AlsepPackagePlacementActivityy nextActivity = HfeEquipmentPreparationActivity); 
(AlsepPackagePlacementActivity.. previous Activity = AlsepPackagePlacementActivity): 

(HfeEquipmentt Preparation Activity. nextActivity = HfeProbeNol Activity); 
ii HfeEquipment Pre par at ionActi vit y. previous Act i vity = AlsepPackagePlacementActivity); 

(HfeProbeNolActivity.nextActivityy = HfeProbeNo2 Activity); 
(HfeProbeNoll Activity.previousActivity = HfeEquipmentPreparationActivity); 

(HfeProbeNo2Activity.previousActivityy = HfeProbeNolActivity); 

LmpCuffChecklist-firstt Activity 

[currentact].. nextActivity, 
[[ c urre nta ct]. previ ou sActivity ii  I j 

att m.\ 

tt  ML it 
agentt CharlieDuke 

Figur ee 7-7. Dynami c plan executio n activit y 

workfram ee ReadingCuffCheckLis t { 

repeat ::  true ; 

whe nn (knownval(currentgetNextActivit y = true) ) 

do { { 

DetermineNextActivity(start ,, 100,1); 

conclude((current.getNextActivit yy  = false) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

} } 
> > 

Figuree 7-8. ReadCuffChecklist workframe 

Figuree 7-10 gives the source code of the DetermineNextActivity composite activity. This activity is defined 
withinn the ApolloAstronaut group. Thus all members of the ApolloAstronaut group can potentially perform 
thiss activity. However, in the HFE deployment model, only members of the LunarSurfaceAstronaut 
subgroupp have the ReadingCuffChecklistvioMrame, from Figure 7-8. This means that only the members of 
thatt group (i.e. the LMP and CDR agents) will read a cuff-checklist. Within the DetermineNextActivity 
compositee activity there is a communicate-activity for reading the first activity from the checklist. There also 
iss a communicate-activity to read all the next activities from the checklist. There are two separate 
workframes,, FteadingFirstActivity and ReadingNextActivity, that make the agent perform the 
DetermineNextActivityDetermineNextActivity activity. Obviously, when the agent checks his cuff-checklist for his first activity, the 
FteadingFirstActivityFteadingFirstActivity workframe is executed. After this, every time the agent needs to determine his next 
activity,, he will execute the ReadNextActivity workframe. 

Importantly,, there are two thoughtframes in the composite activity (see Figure 7-10). One of the 
thoughtframess is fired every time, immediately after the agent has performed one of the two reading next 
activityy workframes. These thoughtframes create the belief for the agent to start performing the correct next 
activity, , 

conclude((current.nextActivit yy  = curact.nextActivity) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

Whenn the agent gets an updated belief for the attribute nextActivity it immediately triggers a workframe to 
performm the next activity. This workframe needs at a minimum a precondition of the form 

knownval(current.nextActivit yy  = <activit y objec t name>) . 

Everyy possible activity needs to be an object-instance of the class Activity. For example, the workframe that 
startss the activity for HFE Probel deployment is shown in Figure 7-9. There is an object 
HfeProbeNolHfeProbeNol Activity Vnat is an instance of the class Activity. 
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wonararn ee uepioywigiiieiTOoefio i \ 

^ ^ 

} } 

repeat-fatoe ; ; 
whe nn (knownvaKcunwiLnextActMty = HfeProbeNolActMty) ) 
*» { { 

conclude((currantxurrentAcUvit yy  = 
Dep4oytngHteProbe<0) ; ; 
conclud9((cunwiLo8tNoxtActlvtt yy  = 

} } 

HfeProbeNo ll  Activity) , bc:100 , fc:100); 

== true),bc:100,fc:0) ; 

Figuree 7-9. Workframe for DeployingHfeProbeNol 

Thee workframe from Figure 7-9 has to be read as follows: When the agent knows that his next activity is 
HfeProbeNoll Activity he starts working on that activity by first concluding that this is his current activity, then 
hee starts performing the DeployHfeProbe activity. After he is done with the DeployHfeProbe activity he 
concludess that he has to get his next activity from the plan. 

7 ^ 22 Questio n and answe r conversatio n polic y 

Similarr to the hardwired plan, the Apollo 12 ALSEP Offload model also has the agent communication 
hardwiredd in the workframes. Obviously, most conversations are not hardwired, meaning, in situated 
activitiess we don't have pre-specified speech acts that are always spoken52. People don't just utter loosely 
connectedd speech-act sequences. They engage in conversations, i.e. a sequence of speech-acts between 
individualss that when interpreted in the context of a larger activity belong together and form an interpersonal 
dialogue.. In order to model conversations, Holmback (1999) argues that we need to predefine the policy of 
specificc types of conversations (Holmback et al. 1999b) (Holmback et al. 1999a). 

Theree are of course exceptions, such as a standard greeting. 
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composfe_actlvft yy  DetennineNextActivityfsymbo l whn , in t pri , in t dur ) { 
priority ::  pri ; 
uttlvHiou : : 

communicat ee ReadHrstActtvity(DepioymentPla n plan , symbo l whn , in t pri , in t mdur ) { 

} } 
com n n 

} } 
workframes : : 

priority ::  pri ; 
max_duration ::  mdur ; 
with ::  plan ; 
abou t t 

recerwe(plan.firstActJvity=value) ; ; 
when ::  wtm ; 

lunicat ee ReadNextActlvtty(DeploymentPta n plan , Activit y act , symbo l whn , hi t pri , in t mdur ) { 
priority ::  pri ; 
max_durarJon ::  mdur ; 
with ::  plan ; 
abou t t 

recetve(acLprevk>usAcrjvft yy  = value) , 
receive(acLnextActivit yy  = value) ; 

when ::  whn ; 

workfram ee ReadingRrstActMt y { 
repea tt  false ; 
variables : : 

forone(Act JJ vlty ) curact ; 
forone(CheckUst )) checklist ; 

whe nn (unlmowrHcurrefitairrentActivit y = curact ) and 
knownvaKcurren tt  contain s checklist) ) 

do { { 
ReadRrstActMty(checklist ,, whn , pri , dur) ; 

} } 
> > 
workfram ee ReadingNextAcUvit y { 

repea tt  false ; 
variables : : 

forone (( Activity ) curact ; 
forone(CheckUst )) checklist ; 

whe nn (lcnownval(currenLcurrentActivit y = curact ) and 
knownvaKcurren tt  contain s checklist) ) 

do { { 
ReadtJextActMtyfcheckUst ,, curact , whn , pri , dur) ; 

} } 
} } 

trtoughtframes : : 
thoughtfram ee HrstActivtt y { 

repeat ::  false ; 
variables : : 

foronefChecUJst )) checklist ; 
whe nn (knownvaKcurren t contain s checklist ) and 

known(checkllsLfirstActivit yy  & value ) and 
unfoowi^curoentnextActtvity=checkilstfirstActivity )) and 
unknown(ciirrenLhasStarte dd = true) ) 

do { { 
corxHucle({currentnextActivit yy  = checklistflrstActrvtty) , bc : 100, fc:0) ; 
conctudeQcurrenthasStarted=true) ,, bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

} } 
} } 
thoughtfram ee NextActMt y { 

} } 
} } 

repeat ::  false ; 
variables : : 

forone (( Activity ) curact ; 
whe nn (laiownvaHcurrenLhasStarte d = true ) and 

knownvaKcurrenLrtextActlvrt yy  = curactname) ) 
do { { 

corK^ude({currerrt.nextActMty == curactnextActivtty) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

} } 

Figuree 7-10. DetermineNextActivity source code 

Duringg the Apollo missions, the detailed EVA timeline procedures included the specification of the voice-
datadata that the CDR and the LMP were to communicate during their activities. Figure 7-11 shows a piece of 
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thee voice-data the astronauts need to communicate during the HFE deployment activities, that is part of the 
lunarr surface procedures (Kain et al. 1972). The voice-data schedule includes what data to report, which of 
thee astronauts is to report the data, and also the priority of the data (this is the number one or two between 
thee rounded brackets in Figure 7-11). A priority one (1) means that there is a mandatory requirement for the 
dataa at the time or event designated. A priority two (2) means that the data may be deferred until the 
debriefing. . 

Itt is easy for people to forget to make such scheduled utterances in the moment, even if they are well 
plannedd and trained. This happened a number of times during the Apollo 16 EVA. When this occurred, the 
CapCom,, keeping track of the schedule, would ask the astronaut for the data later. 

2+10 0 

Too model this kind of interaction, I introduce a type of conversation 
policyy called the question and answer voice-data policy. The 
purposee of this policy is to represent how the CapCom and the 
lunarr surface astronauts handle the voice-data that needs to be 
reportedd back to Earth. The policy consists of two parts, one part 
describingg the policy for the receiver (i.e. the agent(s) needing the 
answerr to a question) and one part for the sender (i.e. the agent 
answeringg the question). 

Thee operationalization of this policy for the lunar surface EVA's is 
ass follows. The question is the indirect request for the voice-data 
ass is specified in the lunar surface procedures (see Figure 7-11). 
Thee sender policy (or answer policy) is the utterance of the 
astronautt at the moment that the voice-data is to be reported. 

Thee receiver policy defines when the CapCom is going to ask specifically for the data (i.e. a direct request). 
Forr example, if the astronaut forgets to provide the data as was specified in the schedule and the data has a 
highh priority, the CapCom will ask for the data during the EVA. Figure 7-14 shows the conversation policy. 

VoiceDat aa Conceptua l Objec t Class 

Everyy piece of voice-data that needs to be communicated according to the plan will be represented as a 
VoiceDataVoiceData conceptual object (Figure 7-12). The voice-data is represented as a conceptual object, because 
itt is not a physical object, but represents a conceptual voice-data element of the schedule the astronaut 
remembersremembers from their extensive training. Since the astronaut's cuff-checklist does not include all the voice-
data53,, they have to remember to communicate the voice-data at the appropriate time during the 
performancee of their activities. 

Conceptuall Object Class 

VoiceDat a a 

attributes : : 
symbo ll  data ; 
Agen tt  fromAgent ; 
Agen tt  toAgent ; 
in tt  priority ; 
Activit yy  durin g Act ; 
symbo ll  when ; 
boolea nn sent ; 
boolea nn received ; 

Figuree 7-12. VoiceData definition 

533 Some astronauts added references to specific voice-data as reminders on their personal cuff-checklist, but this was the exception and 
theyy certainly did not contain all voice-data. 
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(1)) CDR - Report C/S: LEVEL 
ALIGNMENT T 

(1)) LMP - Report start of HFE bore 
holee #1 drilling 

(2)) LMP - Report 54" bore stem in 
surface e 

(2)) LMP - Report 1st 28" bore stem 
1nn surface 
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i i 

Figuree 7-11. Voice-data schedule 



Eachh voice-data object has the following meta-data associated with it: 

•• data: This represent the data that is communicated. 
•• fromAgent This links the voice-data object to the agent that needs to communicate the data. 
•• toAgent. This links the voice-data object to the agent that needs to receive the data. 
•• priorty. This is the priority ("1" or "2") of the voice-data. 
•• duringAct This links the voice-data object to the activity after which the fromAgent needs to 

communicatee the data. 
•• when. This tells when the voice-data needs to be communicated during the activity; at the 

beginning,, or at the end of the activity ("start" or "end"). 
•• sent This tells if the voice-data has already been communicated or not ("true" or "false"). 
•• received This tells if the voice-data has already been received or not ("true" or "false"). 

Forr each planned voice-data communication there is a conceptual object. The agents get (initial) beliefs 
aboutt these objects as a representation of the fact that they remember the scheduled communications from 
theirr training, and remember who needs to communicate it and when. For example, Figure 7-13 shows that 
att the moment the LMP has removed the battery thermal shield from the ALSD, he needs to report the start 
off the HFE bore hole #1 drilling. 

MISSION::  APOLLQ 16 
EVA::  1 

DATE::  MAR( 

2+10 0 

(1 ))  CDR -  Repor t  C/S :  LEVE L 
ALIGNMENT T 

(1 ))  LH P -  Repor t  star t  o f  HF E bor e 
hol ee # 1 drillin g 

LM PP ACTIVITIE S 

BOREE HOLE 1 DRILLING 
Sett  d r i l l on surfac e 

Leann bore/cor e stem bag 
agains tt  rack ; open bag 

Inser tt  54"  bor e stem Int o d r i l l 

Pic kk up d r i l l a pus h b i t 
In t oo surfac e as f a r as possibl e 

Removee b a t t . therma l shie l d 

Energiz ee d r i l l un t i l stem 
to pp approx . 16"  abov e surfac e 

EVA A 
TIME E 

2 2 HO O 

CDRR ACTIVITIE S 

Deplo yy 2nd l eg , posit io n leg s 
Plac ee M/P NNE C/S; poin t NW 

REHOVEE LSM 
Releas ee LSM fro m C/S - Z BB 
L i f tt  LSM o f f C/S, ck . cabl e 

Sett  LSM on surfac e clea r o f C/S 

ERECTT CENTRAL STATION 

Leve ll  and a l ig n Ptcg 1 

Releas ee C/S So. sid e - 5 BB 

Figuree 7-13. Voice-data example 

Thiss voice-data instance is represented as the conceptual object ReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrilling 

conceptual_objec tt  ReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrillin g Instance d VoiceDat a { > 

Thee lunar surface astronauts and the CapCom get initial-beliefs about this conceptual object. Each agent 
thatt remembers the planned voice data communication has beliefs about the 
ReportStartHfeBoreHolelDrillingReportStartHfeBoreHolelDrilling conceptual voice-data object, such as: 

(ReportStartHfeBoreHoteOrllllng-duringAc tt  = RenrwveBatteryThermalShleWActJvtty) ; 
(ReportStartHfeBoreHotoDrilling.wh nn = end); 
(ReportStartHteBoreHoleDrllllng.frornAgen tt  = ChariieDuke) ; 
(Rep«1StartHf8BoreHotoOrlHing.toAgent=TonyEngland) ; ; 
(ReportStartHfeBoreHoteDrllling^r ii  = 1); 
(RepoilStartHfeBoreHoleDrilling^ent=false) ; ; 
{ReportStarmfeBoreHoteDrilllng.receive dd = false) ; 

Nott having beliefs about a voice-data object means that the agent does not remember that this data needs 
too be communicated. This is the way forgetting to communicate the voice data becomes possible. Next, I 
describee how the Question & Answer Conversation Policy is implemented in the Brahms model. 
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Benderr  Policie s 

o o 

A A 
LunarSurfaceAstronau t t 

Name: : 

Description : : 

Data: : 

Activity : : 

Precondition : : 

Consequence : : 

Senderr  Polit y 1 

Whenn the sender needs to communicate voice data at the end of the activity 

VoiceDataa dat a Object 

CommunicateVoiceData(dataObjectdata,dataObjectfromAgentdataObjectdurinoActivitv) ) 

knownvaKdataObjectduringActisDonee = true) AND knownval(dataObject priority = 1) AN! 
knownval(dataObjectwhenn = end) AND knownval(dataObjectsent= false) 

knownval(dataObject.sendd = true) 

Name: : 

Description : : 

Data: : 

Activity : : 

Precondition : : 

Consequence : : 

Senderr  Polic y 2 

Whenn the sender needs to communicate voice data at the beginning of the activity 

VoiceDataa dataObject 

CommunicateVoiceData(dataOb|e(i.data,da1aObiectfyornAgent,dataObject.durinaActivrrv); ; 

knownvalfYoiceData.duringAct== currerrtcurrentActtvrty) AND knowmal(dataObjectpriority 
ANDD knownval(VoiceData.when = start) AND knownval(VoiteData.send = false) 

knownval(dataObject.sendd = true) 

Receiverr  Policies 

O O 

A A 
CapCom m 

Name: : 

Description : : 

Data: : 

Activity : : 

Precondition : : 

Consequence : : 

Receive rr  Polic y 1 

Whenn the receiver needs to ask for the voice data 

VoiceDataa dataObject 

RequestForData(dataObject.data), , 

knownval(dataOtaject.priorrry== 1) AND knownval(dataObject.duringActisDone = true) ANC 
knownval(dataObject.receivedd = false 

knownval(dataObject.. received = true) 

Figuree 7-14. The Question & Answer conversation policy 
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Senderr  Policie s 

Senderr Policy 1 (SP1) and Sender Policy 2 (SP2) define how the sender of the voice-data communicatBS 
thee data. This is considered the answer-part of the policy. The condition under which the sender will 
communicatee the data is given in the precondition row of Figure 7-14. For example, the precondition in SP1 
statess that if the sender is done with the activity during which he needs to communicate the data, and he 
hass to communicate the data at the end of the activity, and the data to be communicated has priority one, 
thenn communicate the data using the CommunicateVoiceData activity. The precondition in SP2 states that if 
thee sender is working on the activity during which he needs to communicate the data, and he has to 
communicatee the data at the beginning of the activity, then communicate the data using the 
CommunicateVoiceDataCommunicateVoiceData activity. 

Eachh sender policy is implemented as a separate workframe. For example, SP1 is implemented in the 
workframee SenderPolicyl (see Figure 7-15). 

woMrarn ee SenderPolicy l { 
repeat ::  true ; 
variables : : 

forone(VoiceData)forone(VoiceData)  votee_data ; 
forone(Activtty )) act ; 
cotlectalKLmVoiceLoop )) vtcoms ; 

whe nn (knownval(vo)ce_data.dijrtngAc t = act ) and 
knownval(currentsubActiv)t yy  = act ) and 
knownvaKactisDone=true )) and 
knownvat(voice_datawh nn = end ) and 
kncwnv8l(voice_dat&pr ll  = 1) and 
knownvaKvofce_data.fromAgen tt  = current ) and 
not(voice_data.8ent=true )) and 
kncwnvaKvkxxns-comnunicalionTyp ee = LmVotceLoop ) and 

not(currentnam ee = vk»ms.name) ) 
d o { { 

conclude((voice_data.dat aa = currentspeechAct) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 
CommunicateVoiceData(100,1 ,, start , voic e data , act , vteoms) ; 
conclude((voic ee data.sen t = true) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

} } 
} } 

Figur ee 7-15. Workfram e SenderPolicy l 

Thee actual voice-data speech-act in both SP's is implemented using the CommunicateVoiceData 
communicationn activity. Figure 7-15 shows how this activity is called from the SP1 workframe, with the 
correctt parameter values. The source code of the communication activity is shown in Figure 7-16. The 
senderr communicates the data and fromAgent attributes for the voice-data. The sender also communicates 
thee (sub)activity he is working on when communicating the voice-data. This means that the receiver will get 
thee data that needs to be communicated, as well as who communicated it and during what activity. 

communicat ee CommunicateVoiceData(lrr t pri , in t dur , symbo l whn , VoiceDat a vd , 

{ { 

} } 

Activit yy  act , LmVotaeLoo p vteorns ) 

priority ::  pri ; 
maxx duration : du n 
resources ::  act ; 
with ::  vlcoms ; 
abou tt  send(vd.data=anyvalue) , 

send(vd.1romAgen tt  = current) , 
send(currentsu bb Activity=act) ; 

when ::  whn ; 

Figur ee 7-16. CommunicateVoiceDat a activit y 

Thee reason for communicating all this data is that although the voice-data communication schedule— 
implementedd by the voice-data conceptual objects and the agents' beliefs about them—specifies who is to 
communicatee the data, during the mission another agent might actually communicate the voice-data. 
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Similarly,, while the plan specifies during what activity the voice-data has to be communicated, in reality this 
mightt be done during another activity. 

Receive rr  Policie s 

Thee Receiver Policyl (RP1) describes under what conditions the receiver (i.e. CapCom) will ask for the data 
(seee the precondition row of Figure 7-14). This is considered the question-part of the policy. In normal 
circumstancee the receiver never has to ask for the data, since the schedule states when the lunar surface 
astronautss are to communicate. However, this might not always happen, in which case CapCom will ask for 
it.. The condition under which the receiver askss for the data is when the data has a high priority (i.e. "1") and 
thee receiver knows that the sender is already done with the activity after which he is supposed to 
communicatee the data, and the data has not yet been received. The RP1 is implemented by workframe 
ReceiverPolicylReceiverPolicyl that specifies the policy conditions and executes a request for the voice data as a voice-
loopp communication activity (Figure 7-17). 

workfrarn oo nocolvorPoicy l { 
repeakfolM, repeakfolM, 
variables : : 

forono(Vo4cflData )) votcs_data ; 
FLUU m ia(/Wjtlvlly ) act ; 
toron6(LunDfSurtaccA5tronaut)trofnagt; toron6(LunDfSurtaccA5tronaut)trofnagt; 

whe nn (knownvaKvoic«_datadurlngAc t = act ) and 
knownvaKactisDone=true )) and 
knownval(votca_dala.fromAoBnt=fromagt )) and 
Know nn vaUhuwag t sub AclMt y a act ) and 
knownvaKvoice.claULpr tt  = 1) and 
not(vok»_datajBcaived=true) ) ) 

do { { 
RequestForData(100,1 ,, start , vofce.data , a d , fromagt) ; 

} } 
} } 

Figur ee 7-17. Workfram e ReceiverPolicy l 

Whenn the receiver asks the sender for the data, the sender, if possible, will reply by executing one of the two 
SPs.. This works as follows. 

Iff the sender does not communicate the voice-data when he needs to according to the schedule, it means 
thatt the sender has forgotten about it. In the model this happens when the agent does not have the beliefs 
forr the specific voice-data conceptual object. Not having any beliefs about a specific voice-data object 
impliess that neither of the sender policies can be executed. Thus, when the receiver determines that he has 
nott yet received the voice-data that he was supposed to receive, he executes the RequestForData 
communicationn activity in the ReceiverPolicyl workframe. This activity communicates all the necessary 
beliefss for the voice-data object (see Figure 7-18). When the sender agent receives the beliefs from the 
requestt for voice-data, it triggers one of the sender policies, which makes him communicate the voice-data. 
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communicat ee RequestFörData( M prl , Int dur , symbo l whn , VoteeDat a vd , Activit y act , 
LunarSurfaceAstronau tt  fromagt ) 

{ { 
priority ::  prl ; 
tnax_duratlon::  dun 
wtlh ::  LmComCircuM ; 
aboutt  senoX vdduringAct = act), 

sonoXvd-fromAgan tt  = fromagt), 
send(vd.toAgen tt  = current) , 
send(vd.pr ii  = anyvalue) , 
9Bnd(vd.receive dd = false) , 
aend(vd.sen tt  = false) , 
send(vd.wh nn = anyvalue) ; 

when ::  whn ; 
> > 

Figuree 7-18. RequestForData Activity 

Noticee that it will be possible for the agent to have forgotten or simply not to know specific beliefs associated 
withh the voice-data. Such an occurance would represent partial forgetting. For example, agent CharlieDuke 
mightt remember that he needs to communicate the start of the borehole drilling, but has forgotten its priority. 
Inn that case, there could be an additional policy that would handle this. 

Thiss concludes the description of the Q&A policy and its implementation in the Brahms model. Next, I 
describee how situated-errors can be handles in a general way, without having to specify every error 
conditionn and situation in advance. 

7.33 DEVIATIONS FROM NOMINAL PROCEDURES 

Thee procedures for the HFE deployment are nominal, meaning that these only hold as long as everything 
goess according to plan. In practice this almost never happens. The issue is thus, what will happen when 
somethingg goes wrong, or not according to plan? The question we need to answer is how we can represent 
howw agents will deal with problem situations, without having to describe every possible situation that can 
occur. . 

7.3.11 Problematic situations 

Thee notion of human error is often cited as the cause for mistakes and disasters. What constitutes a human 
errorr is often left to the interpretation of the accident investigator. Usually, a deviation from a standard or 
nominall procedure is identified as an "error." However, when we consider the situation-specific issues and 
thee work practice in contrast to the procedures, often human error lies in the design and validation process 
off the procedures. Very often the procedures do not take into account the context and the situation in which 
thee activities take place. Were the right people involved in the planning process? How were interactions 
betweenn subsystems tested? Did organizational/functional breakdown prevent interactions between 
activities,, materials and the situation? 

Thee following "human error" occurred during the Apollo 16 deployment of the HFE. The LMP was in the 
processs of drilling a hole in the lunar surface to implant the first HFE probe. He had connected the HFE 
packagee to the Central Station (CS) with a flatbed cable. At the same time, the CDR was busy deploying the 
Passivee Seismic Experiment (PSE) in close proximity to the C/S. All this was planned and trained and had 
veryy detailed procedures (see Figure 7-3). Unfortunately, although known at the time, the procedures and 
trainingg did not include the fact that the flatbed cables would not lay flat on the lunar surface due to the 
minimall lunar gravity. For example, the procedures did not include specific instructions on how to avoid 
gettingg tangled in one of the cables—it was very difficult for the astronaut to see his feet through the visor of 
hiss helmet. Consequently, the cable connecting the HFE to the C/S hooked on one of the CDR's boots 
withoutt the CDR noticing it, thus ripping the cable of the C/S and breaking the connection, making the 
Apollo166 HFE probes unusable. 

Iff we consider the CDR's specific situation, the procedures and his training displaying itself through the work 
practicee of the astronauts, it is obvious that we should not call this an astronaut error. The CDR's actions 
weree not an intentional deviation from the nominal procedures. It was the situation specific context on the 
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moonn that showed the error in the designs and procedures, as well as the lack of a developed work practice 
onn the moon. Procedure designers and HFE engineers did not take this into account. 

Nominall procedures can never capture the intricacies of work practice. One of the benefits of modeling and 
simulatingg not just the nominal procedures—but also the work practice of how the procedures are put into 
action,, including the effects of the environment, communication, tools and artifacts, and error conditions—is 
thatt the design of the activities and interaction of the agents with each other and the environment can be 
moree detailed. Thus, specifying contextual procedures and detailing how activities will be performed in 
realityy will lower the chance of unplanned situations causing problems. Note that without considering these 
issues,, Brahms models could incorporate the same kinds of failures. Therefore, a critical engineering 
frameworkk is required, by which we include systematical failure analysis of past designs (of which the HFE 
iss one example). 

Thee next two sections describe types of activities that I have been able to identify and generalize from data 
off the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. I then describe an activity design that implements a general error-recovery 
activityy that is used by the lunar surface astronaut agents to recover from both types of errors, without 
havingg to specify the error situationss up front. 

7.3J27.3J2 Two type s of errorrecovw y 

Ass briefly described in the previous section, the error during the Apollo 16 HFE Deployment broke the 
experiment.. This meant that the HFE drilling activity the LMP was working on was not useful anymore. 
Oncee the LMP had determined this, he decided to stop the activity and start another activity by reordering 
thee scheduled plan. This type of behavior is what I refer to as individual error-recovery. In other words, in 
individuall error-recovery the individual recovers from a situated error and decides what to do next. 

Thee second type of error-recovery behavior was observed during the Apollo 15 HFE deployment. I refer to 
thiss type as distributed error-recovery. During the Apollo 15 HFE drilling activity the CDR could not get the 
ALSDD off of the first bore stem he had just drilled into the surface. He was supposed to use his foot to stop 
thee bore stem from turning, while he was turning the ALSD counter clockwise, to get it off the bore stem. 
Whateverr the CDR tried to do, the bore stem would turn with the ALSD, and consequently the drill would not 
comee lose. After awhile the CDR gave up and asked CapCom what he should do, thus letting the people at 
missionn control solve the problem. After a few minutes the CapCom gave the CDR a new procedure using a 
wrenchh to keep the bore stem from turning with the drill. The essence of distributed error-recovery is that the 
individuall relies on others to help in an error-recovery activity. The problem solving is distributed over a 
numberr of individuals. 
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7.3.33 Error-recover y activit y desig n 

Howw do we model error-recovery activities without describing every potential error situation? The design of 
thee error-recovery activity is divided into two pieces. The first objective of the design is to provide a default 
error-recoveryy practice the lunar surface astronauts will follow when they detect an error and they have no 
specificc practice for resolving a particular error. Secondly, the design should allow a modeler to add more 

specificc error-recovery activities as part 
off the work practice of each planned 
activities. . 

Figuree 7-19 shows the design of the 
ResolveErrorResolveError group. This group is a 
subgroupp of the 
LunarSurfaceAstronautsLunarSurfaceAstronauts group, and 
implementss the default error-recovery 
activityy that every lunar surface 
astronautt can perform during error 
situations.. The figure is read from left to 
right.. It shows the group with all its 
workframess and thoughtframes. The 
designn of this default activity is based on 
howw the Apollo 15 and 16 astronaut 
resolvedd the errors that occurred during 
thee HFE deployment. First, the 
astronautt goes over to the location 
wheree the error has occurred to check 
outt the problem {CheckOutProblem 
workframe).workframe). This is a workframe that the 
astronautss will always perform in case 
off an error situation that affects their 
activities.. During the CheckOutProblem 
activityy any of the thoughtframes can 
fire,, based on the situation. First, the 
agentt needs to determine if the error 
needss to be resolved or not 
(ErrorNeedsToBeResolved(ErrorNeedsToBeResolvedworkframe). workframe). 

rrorToResolve e 

6fNeedsToBeRee Solved 

B B 
Noo iMy Error ToResolve 

ResolveError r Workframess of Re sol1 

Legend d 

El l 
-- a Group 

== a Workframe 

== a Thoughtframe 

nitalizeErrors s 

ErrorHandling g 

CheckOutProblem m 

MovingBack k 

Figuree 7-19. Default error-recovery activity workframes and thoughtframes 
(generatedd by the old Brahms simulation G2 engine) 

Afterr it has been determined that the error needs to be resolved, the agent then needs to determine if the 
errorr needs to be resolved by him (MyErrorToResolve or NotMyErrorToResolve workframes). When the 
agentt has decided that it is responsible for solving the error, it now has to figure out if it can start solving the 
errorr at that moment. There are two possibilities; if there is no previous error the agent can go ahead and 
resolvee the one at hand {ResolveErrorl thoughtframe). If there is a previous error that the agent was 
supposedd to solve, but he is at the moment not working on that particular error, then he can go ahead and 
startt solving the one at hand (ResolveError2 thoughtframe). When the agent decides to resolve the error, he 
willl start the CheckOutProblem workframe. Next, the astronaut will perform the ErrorHandling workframe. 
Last,, the MovingBack workframe allows the agent to move back to the location he was at before he started 
checkingg out the problem. 

Thee CheckOutProblem workframe has two activities (Figure 7-20). During the performance of this 
workframe,, the thoughtframes in Figure 7-19 can fire. The Moving activity lets the agent move to the 
locationn where the error occurred. The CheckOutProblem composite activity has just one workframe called 
InvestigateProblem.InvestigateProblem. During the investigate activity the agent can detect the facts that represent the problem 
thatt occurred; i.e. detect((error.errorCode = value)). 
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Figuree 7-20. CheckOutProblem workframe & activity hierarchy 

Noww that the agent knows the type of error that has occurred, it can always handle the error using a error 
handlingg activity. This is done through the implementation of the HandleError activity. Figure 7-21 shows the 
defaultt HandleError activity implementation in the ResolveError group. The ErrorHandling workframe gets 
executedd when there is no other more specific HandleError activity available. The effect of this default 
activityy is that the agent will ask the CapCom (effectively mission control) how to solve the error. Then the 
agentt will wait until the CapCom comes back with a solution. This default behavior is an implementation of 
thee default distributed error-recovery approach. 

Whenn the CapCom communicates back the solution from mission control, the agent can execute the 
thoughtframess in Figure 7-21. The two options that have been implemented as default behavior are that a) 
thee solution from mission control is to continue with the activity and ignore the error (ContinueCurrentActivity 
thoughtframe),, and b) the solution from mission control is to start working on another activity, effectively 
abandoningg the current activity (StartNewActivity thoughtframe). In the second case the CapCom 
communicatess what activity to work on next, thus effectively changing the astronaut's plan. 
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Figuree 7-21. ErrorHandling workframe & activity hierarchy 

7.44 PURPOSE OF GENERAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Thee objective of this experiment is to determine if with Brahms we can develop a predictive model of a work 
practice.. As described in the introduction of this chapter, prediction in this context means that the model can 
predictt what will happen during the Apollo HFE Deployment in not previously specified situations in terms of 
thee activities of the lunar surface agents, as well as the communication of voice-data. The focus of the 
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predictionn of future scenarios is on the order in which astronauts perform activities, their communication of 
thee scheduled voice-data, and on the situated error-recovery activities that are performed when a not 
previouslyy modeled error situation occurs. 

Thee ALSEP Offload model of the Apollo 12 mission (see chapter 6) was not predicting new communications 
patternss or showing how the agents would recover from error situations. The model was hard-wired in terms 
off speech acts by the lunar surface astronaut agents, and no error-recovery procedure was part of the 
model.. The purpose of the design and implementation of the question and answer policies and the error-
recoveryy procedure described in the previous two sections is to allow for a more general and predictive 
modell of practice. 

Byy abstracting the default practice of the Apollo astronauts dealing with error situation, I was able to develop 
aa more general applicable model. The model cannot only show the behavior of the Apollo 16 astronauts, but 
thee model is able to predict the behavior of Apollo lunar surface astronauts in situations that were not 
modeled.. More over, we could add more specific error-recovery behavior, based on observable errors in 
previouss missions. Doing this would make the model even more applicable in predicting the behavior in 
futuree error events. Such capability would be useful in designing work practice simulations for future 
missionss to the Moon that are based on the Apollo missions from the past. I have shown that we can 
implementt more general models in Brahms, which will allow us to move to the use of Brahms in design. 
However,, in the next section, I first present the V&V of this general model of HFE deployment. 

7 . 55 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATIO N 

Thiss section describes the V&V of the model developed in this experiment. The V&V process used in this 
experimentt is similar to the process described in the first experiment (section 6.9). Again, we need to verify 
thee data used and the conceptual model developed based on this data, as well as the implementation of the 
modell in Brahms source code, and the black-box validation of the experiment. 

7.5.11 Data validatio n 

Ass in the previous experiment, the data used in this experiment are all original NASA records of the actual 
Apolloo missions. Table 7-1 lists all data sources that have been used in this experiment. 

Tablee 7-1. Data sources used during experiment 

Dataa Source 

Apolloo 16 Final Lunar Surface Procedures 

Apolloo Lunar Surface Journal 

Apolloo 15 & 16 Video Tapes 

Dataa Type 

Originall official Apollo 16 mission procedures 

Transcriptionss of actual astronaut voice loop 

recordingss + mission photographs. 

Videoo Recordings of the actual Apollo 

missionss from NASA. 

Thee conceptual model is mostly based on the Apollo 16 Final Lunar Surface Procedures (Kain et al. 1972). 
Thiss is the official mission procedures document, and thus contains an accurate pre-mission plan of the 
activities,, communications, and timelines. Besides the pre-mission data, there are also mission voice-
transcriptionss and video data. Together these provide a very accurate data set upon which the models can 
bee based. 

7.5.22 Conceptua l mode l validatio n 

Thee validation of the conceptual model is easier in this experiment than in the previous one. This is because 
II developed the conceptual model based on the HFE procedures as described in the Apollo 16 Final Lunar 
Surfacee Procedures. Validation in this respect means that we need to make sure that all the activities from 
thee procedures are indeed specified in the model. The model comprises the hierarchy of activities shown in 
Figuree 7-4. The named activities are based upon and cross-referenced with the detailed HFE activity 
timelinee in the procedures. Besides basing the activity model on the lunar surface procedures, I also verified 
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thatt the specified activities can be matched with the Apollo 15 and 16 voice transcriptions in the ALSJ 
(Joness 1997), as well as video data available for both missions. 

7«5<33 Computermodelvorificatio n 

Thee Brahms model is a generic HFE Deployment model. It does not describe the work practice of a single 
Apolloo mission from the past Instead, it is an idealized model of the lunar surface astronaut activities based 
onn the nominal HFE Deployment procedures. The objective of the model is to represent the procedures in 
suchh a way that it can be used to simulate past and possible future HFE deployments on the moon, by 
representingg the nominal procedures at a work practice level. 

Beforee we can validate the predictive nature of the model, we need to verify that the model simulates the 
nominall procedures correctly. To do this we split the verification process in two steps. In step one, we verify 
thatt the model shows the performance of the HFE deployment in the order in which the nominal procedure, 
givenn in the Final Lunar Surface Procedures (FLSP), tells us that it should be done. In step two, we verify 
thatt the voice-data that needs to be communicated is communicated in the nominal simulation, according to 
thee voice-data schedule given in the FLSP. 

7.5.3.11 Nominal procedure verification 

Thee order of the high-level HFE deployment activities (Figure 7-2) is: 

0.. Place ALSEP Packages on the Lunar Surface (this is the pre-HFE deployment activity) 

1.. Prepare the HFE equipment for deployment 

2.. Deploy the first HFE Probe. 

3.. Deploy the second HFE Probe. 

Whatt we need to verify is that a) the order in which the lunar surface astronaut agent performs the HFE 
deploymentt is consistent with the FLSP activity order, and b) that each high-level activity is correctly 
performed,, based on the detailed FLSP. 

ALSEPP Packag e Placemen t 

Beforee the astronaut can start with the HFE deployment, he first needs to place the packages on the lunar 
surfacee in the correct location, based on the mission specific ALSEP deployment area configuration (see 
Figuree 7-1 for Apollo 16's configuration). This is considered the first activity. 

Wee verify that this happens in our simulation. Figure 7-22 shows LMP agent CharlieDuke reading his first 
activityy to perform from the LmpCuffChecklist object contained on his EMU suit. The beliefs the agent gets 
fromm this "reading" activity triggers him to start the AlsepPackagePlacement activity, described in Figure 
7-23.. It shows that the model correctly simulates the start of the first activity, because the name of the first 
activityy is provided as input data to the agent on its cuff checklist, instead of being "hardwired" in the model. 
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Figuree 7-22. Reading the first activity 

Figuree 7-23 shows the nominal procedure of the ALSEP Package Placement Activity. The astronaut to 
performm that activity is the LMP. The first sub-activity is to place the ALSEP packages on the surface. Since 
thee LMP carries the packages from the LM to the deployment site, and this is the first activity on arrival at 
thee deployment site, the LMP is carrying the antenna-mast with the two packages attached to it. Placing the 
ALSEPP packages on the surface means that the astronaut has to put the antenna-mast on the surface, and 
thenn remove each of the two packages off of the mast. This is done at the C/S site (the site of C/S package). 
Afterr ALSEP Pkg1 (includes C/S) is on the surface, Pkg2 includes the RTG (RTG package) is removed 
fromm the antenna-mast and carried to the RTG area (i.e. 8' West of Pkg1 in the case of Apollo 16). 

ALSEPP PACKAGE PLACEMENT 

Placee ALSEP Pkgs on sur face 

Movee Pkg 2 8 ' West of Pkg 1 , 
o r i e n tt UHT'S po in t i ng North 

Tetherr UHT 
REMOVE_HFEE SUBPALLET 

Figuree 7-23. ALSEP Package Placement Activity 

Figuree 7-24 shows the simulation of this activity. After the agent has determined its first activity from the 
plan,, it performs the sub-activities from Figure 7-23 in the correct order. First the agent places the ALSEP 
packagess on the surface (PlacePkgsOnSurface activity). You can see that during this activity the agent first 
movess the AntennaMast object to the surface (in the CentralStationArea), and at the end of the activity the 
CentralStationCentralStation object (ALSEP Pkg1) has also been moved to the surface. 
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Figuree 7-24. ALSEP Package Placement Activity Verification 

Onee might ask how it is represented that the agent would first perform the PlacePkgsOnSurface activity. Will 
thee agent always perform this activity? Always performing this activity would obviously not be accurate. The 
agentt only needs to perform this activity if he is in the correct location and is carrying the antenna-mast with 
thee two ALSEP packages attached to it. Figure 7-25 shows how this is accomplished in the preconditions of 
thee workframe. The question is also how the agent moves the antenna-mast and the packages to the lunar 
surface?? This is done in the body of the workframe. First, the AntennaMast object is moved to the ground. 
Thee consequence 

conclude((AntennaMast.moveToGroun dd = true) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 

inn Figure 7-25 creates the belief for the agent, but also creates a fact in the world. The AntennaMast object 
reactss to this fact and executes the MoveToGround activity, which moves the object to the ground (i.e. 
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movess it to the same location as the agent currently containing it). The detectable makes sure that when the 
AntennaMastt has moved to the ground, the agent detects that the object is not contained anymore.54 

workfram ee wf_P1acePkgsOnSurfac e { 

detectabl ee DetactAntennaMastRctoas o { 
whe nn (whenever ) detecttfeunen t contain s AntennaMas t is false)) ; 

} } 
whe nn 0cncwrwaJ(curreriLlocatJo n = CentraiStationArea ) and 

knownvaKcurrerr tt  contain s AntennaMast ) and 
knownvaKAntennaMas tt  contain s AlsepPkgl ) and 
knownvaKAntennaMas tt  contain s AlsepPkg2) ) 

do{ { 
conclude((AntennaMasLrnoveToGround=true) ,, bc:100 , fc:100) ; 
P1acePkgsOnSurface() ; ; 
conclude((AlsepPkg 11 jnoveToGroun d = true) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 
condude(<AntennaMas tt  contain s AlsepPkg l is false) , bc:100,fc:0);//don t creat e fact ! 
conckide((AntBnnaMas tt  contain s AlsepPkg 2 is false) , be: 100, fc:100) ; 
conclude((curren tt  contain s AlsepPkg2) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 

Figuree 7-25. PlacePkgsOnSurface Workframe 

Afterr the AntennaMast object is on the ground, the agent takes the AlsepPkgl off of the AntennaMast, and 
thenn moves it to the ground. This is represented by the consequence after the PlacePkgsOnSurface activity 

conclude((AlsepPfcg 11 .moveToGroun d = true) , bc:100 , fc:1O0) ; 

andd moves the AlsepPkgl object to the ground at the end of the activity. Both these object movements can 
bee seen in Figure 7-24. 

Next,, the agent moves to the HtgArea, carrying the PwrPkg object {AlsepPkg2j, which is therefore also 
movedd to the RtgArea. When the agent arrives at the RtgArea it puts the PwrPkg object on the ground. After 
this,, the agent performs the orientation activity {OrientPkg2) and then tethers the universal handling tool 
objectt (UHT). At the far right side of Figure 7-24 you can see that the agent is determining its next activity by 
againn reading its next activity from the cuff-checklist object. 

Representingg work practice means more than the sequential execution of activities according to the 
procedure.. It is at minimum necessary that we represent under what situational condition activities are 
performed,, e.g. people wont put objects down that they are not carrying. Although it would take a lot of 
spacee to show all the situational preconditions for each workframe, every workframe contains those 
situationall conditions that would make the agent execute the activities within it. Each activity can and will 
onlyy be executed if the "correct" situational context exists in the world, and the agent is aware of it (i.e. has 
beliefss of this context). Effectively, this makes the model able to predict what activities the agent will execute 
next,, based on the situational events (modeled by facts) that happen in the world. 

544 Modelin g puttin g object s on the groun d in this way is needed becaus e the Brahm s languag e does not contai n a built-i n "put "  and "get " 
activity .. Such an activit y shoul d be added to the language . 
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HFEE Equipmen t Preparatio n 

Thee next high-level activity to be verified is the HfeEquipmentPreparation activity (see Figure 7-2). This 
activityy is decomposed into three other high-level activities from the Final Lunar Surface Procedures; 
RemoveRemove HFE Sub Pallet, Deploy HFE, and Deploy ALSD (see Figure 7-3, number 1 on the left-hand side 
andd Figure 7-4). 

RtgArea a 

Agentt Charlie Duke 

Preparingg H fe Fq uip m r n l wf:: PreparingHfeEquipm wf;; PrrparingHfr Equipment 

HlrFquipmeml'irpai-ation n HH t> ! iju ip me n tl' i  p a> i:: KftFjjuipmrntPirpai-jtlon 

Removingg Sukpallet wf:: Deploying Instrument wf:: Deploy ApolloLuiuiSurfaceDrill 

Removee Hie Suhpdie i 

Ree moving Hie 11 t m A Is ep Pkg2 wf:: DrpliïHFESukPackïge wf:: TakeAlsdHaHvareOfLrv 

wf:: CarrfHfcPille1 wf: RemmPnAeBox 

pa:: RemoirHicSidiPaiietFromPwrPfcg pa:: ConfigureAisdHmlware 

RtgAA | ^  B B V 

HfeSubPallet t 

HfeProbe2Box x 

Figuree 7-26. HfeEquipmentPreparation Activity Verification 

Alll the way to the left on Figure 7-26 we can see the thoughtframe being fired to read the next activity 
(shownn by the light bulb right underneath the agent icon). Next, the HFE equipment preparation activity is 
performed.. During the HFE equipment preparation activity the agent carries the necessary objects 
{HfeSubPallet,{HfeSubPallet, HfeProbelBox and HfeProbe2Bo>() to the appropriate locations. Due to the limited space 
available,, the zoom-level in Figure 7-26 is such that some of the workframe and activity names cannot be 
displayed,, however it has been verified that they are all correctly executed according to the procedure. 
Figuree 7-26 shows again that the agent is not simply executing the activities, but is also interacting with 
objectss in the environment and moving them to the correct locations. 

HFEE Prob e No. 1 
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Byy far the longest and most complex activity is the DeployingHfeProbe activity. This activity is peformed 
twice,, once for deploying HFE Probe No.1 and again for HFE Probe No.2. Figure 7-27 verifies the activity 
forr deploying the first probe. Again, the full procedure for this activity is shown in Figure 7-3 (numbers 2 and 
3)) and Figure 7-4. 

w££ DeployineHfoProbeNpl 

ra:: DeployineHfrProbr 

H££ BonHoleDifilfcif ££ BoreHolrliriÜili g 

taitai B ore Holp Drilling enen Bore Hole Drilling 

«1:: OC SetupAUd wff  SenpAbd wt 

mtmt IniertBoreStenl 

Figuree 7-27. DeployingHfe/2Probe Activity Verification 

Theree is a lot that can be said about the implementation and workings of this activity. However, the most 
interestingg aspect in this activity is how the agent actually drills the boreholes into the lunar surface, using 
thee Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ALSO). This is modeled in the BoreHoleDrilling activity. The execution and 
durationn of this activity is determined by the time it takes to drill the bore stems into the surface. For each 
boreholee the agent has to drill three bore stem objects into the surface. A bore stem cannot be drilled into 
thee surface, unless the previous stem is drilled sufficiently deep in the lunar crust. The start of drilling the 
nextt bore stem is therefore dependent on the astronaut's ability to drill the previous stem first. The agent will 
executee the DrillingBoreStem workframe and perform the EnergizeDrill activity, until the bore stem being 
drilledd into the ground is all the way into the surface. This means that there is an interaction between the 
agentt and the ALSD object, and the ALSD object and the Stem objects that are being drilled. 

Thee agent first picks a bore stem from the bore stem bag, and inserts the drill onto the stem. Then, when the 
agentt energizes the drill (i.e. starts drilling), the ALSD object starts drilling the stem objects connected to drill 
intoo the ground. The duration of the drilling activity is dependent on the length of the bore stem being drilled 
intoo the ground and the speed at which the stem is going into the ground (the speed of drilling is an average 
off five inches every five seconds). The stem objects themselves simulate this. Each stem object has a 
length,, plus the workframe DrillinglntoSurface that simulates moving the bore stem into the lunar surface, as 
longg as it is contained by the ALSD and the ALSD is energized. It does this by calculating how deep the 
currentt bore stem is in the surface, using the following consequence 

conclude((cuirent.incheslntoSurfac ee = currentincheslntoSurfac e + 5), bc:0 , fc:100) ; 

Everyy five seconds the stem moves five inches deeper into the ground. The stem object continues moving 
itselff into the surface as long as the ALSD is energized. Moreover, the agent energizes the ALSD, as long 
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ass the bore stem is not all the way into the surface. Consequently, this is an interaction between the agent, 
thee ALSD object and the bore stem object, as shown in Figure 7-28. 
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Figuree 7-28. Drilling BoreSteml in the surface 

Itt should be noted that when a bore stem is drilled into the surface and the next bore stem is attached to it, 
alll the bore stems that are attached to each other will be moving deeper into the surface with every drilling 
cyclee of the ALSD. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 7-29 when bore stem objects BoreSteml and 
BoreStem2BoreStem2 are both being moved into the surface at the same time. Since the bore stems have different 
lengths,, the time it takes to drill each one of them into the surface differs. 
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Figuree 7-29. Drilling BoreStem2 in the surface 

Itt should be noted that if the agent fails to drill one bore stem all the way into the surface, he will not be able 
too drill the other ones either, and thus will not finish the drilling activity. This is an important feature of the 
modell for being able to model errors, which is the subject of the black-box validation (section 7.5.4 - 7.5.6). 
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7.5.3.22 Voice-data communication verification 

Thee second step in the computer model verification is to verify that the voice-data communications happen 
ass they are prescribed in the procedures (Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-13). Figure 7-30 is the verification that 
thee sender conversation policy described in section 7.2.2 works correctly. 
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T h ee data of ReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrilling equals ReportStartOfDrilling 
Thee fromAqent of ReportStgrtHteBureHoleDrilling equals Charlie Duke 

pa:: Listen 

Figuree 7-30. Conversation Policy Verification 

Figuree 7-30 shows that right after the interrupted DeployingHfeProbeNol activity, agent CharlieDuke 
communicatess the ReportStartOfDrilling data to agent TonyEngland specified by the 
ReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrillingReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrilling voice-data object. A second later, through the voice-loop delay, agent 
TonyEnglandTonyEngland has received the voice-data, as well as the belief about which agent communicated the voice-
data. . 

Too end the nominal model verifcation, Figure 7-31 shows the complete simulation of the HFE deployment, 
includingg the voice-data communication. The LMP agent CharlieDuke first prepares the HFE equipment in 
thee RTG area. He then deploys the HFE and the ALSD in the HFE area and the LRV parking area 
respectively.. Then, the agent deploys HFE probe 1 and 2 by drilling three bore stems for each into the 
surface.. All the while communicating the voice-data to the CapCom agent TonyEngland. Figure 7-31 is the 
emergingg activity performance and communication, based on the FLSP. 
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Figuree 7-31. Voice-Data Communication Verification 

7.5.44 Experimen t validatio n 

Validationn is the determination of the degree of accuracy of a measuring device.55 In this case the 
"measuringg device" is the Brahms model of the Apollo HFE deployment procedures. What could this device 
bee measuring? In other words, what are we validating? 

Inn the previous section we have verified that the model simulates the nominal procedures for deploying the 
HFEE experiment on the Moon. Meaning, we have established the truth about the accuracy of the model. 
Thus,, we can say with a certain degree of confidence that the model is a representation of the nominal 
proceduress at the work practice level, of the lunar surface astronauts performing the HFE deployment task. 
However,, showing that this could be done in Brahms was the subject of the first experiment. In this 
experimentt we want to go a step further and ask the question; if we have a model of work practice that 
simulatess how astronauts on the Moon deploy the HFE, can we use this model to predict what will happen if 
thee situation is different from the nominal procedures? The ultimate question in this section is thus whether 
thee model is a "measuring device" for the work activities of the astronaut performing the HFE deployment in 
situationss never previously described in the model. In other words, can we use the model to predict how the 
astronautt will behave in unanticipated situations, i.e. situations beyond the nominal case? 

Onee of the main reasons for using simulation of any system is to predict the future behavior of the system, 
especiallyy if we want to understand the impact of changes to a system before they happen. What is being 
validatedd here is whether the nature of the modeling—the way we built the model—allows us to use Brahms 
inn developing predictive models that are based on representations at the work practice level. We want to 
understandd what the impact will be on the activity performance of the lunar surface astronaut deploying the 
HFE,HFE, if the situation changes from the nominal procedures. I will show this by running different simulations in 

Miriam-Webster'ss Collegiate Dictionary 
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whichh I introduce a specific type of change event into the simulation—a scenario—and evaluate the 
outcome. . 

Wee could try to give an exhaustive list of situations that could change the nominal procedures (types of 
changes).. However, besides being impossible, this is overkill in relation to the purpose of this experiment. 
Thee purpose is to show that with Brahms we can make predictions about the work practice. Showing the 
modell can handle one type of change would be too limited of a sample to draw conclusions. Being able to 
showw more than one type would increase the validity, and thus two types of changes to the nominal 
proceduress are worked out. The types of changes to the nominal model that can be introduced are: 

Typess of Chanaes in the Model 

Chang ee in Voice-Dat a Communicatio n 

Creatin gg proble m Situations — 

—— Addin g Voice-Dat a Communicatio n 

—— Forgettin g to communicat e Voice-Dat a 

—— Agen t doesn t kno w how to resolv e proble m 

—— Agen t know s how to resolv e proble m 

7.5.55 Validatin g change s In voice-dat a communicatio n 

7.5.5.11 Adding voice-data communication 

Addingg voice-data communication to the model allows the simulation to predict when agents will 
communicatee the voice-data during the performance of their activities. Adding voice-data requires the 
modelerr to add a voice-data object to the model. There are two ways of changing the model. First, we could 
addd a voice-data object statically, i.e. before the simulation starts. In a sense, this is like changing the voice-
dataa communication procedures for the agent. This is obviously possible, because that is how the nominal 
voice-dataa communication is simulated. However, more interestingly we could assume that the agent who is 
too communicate the voice-data has no pre-specified procedure for this. What will happen if another agent, 
sayy the CapCom agent asks the HFE deployment agent for specific information not previously part of the 
procedures? ? 

Scenario o 

Whenn the LMP starts drilling the first bore stem into the surface, mission control wants to know when the 
boree stem is all the way into the surface. Therefore, the CapCom asks the LMP to give an "end mark" for the 
drillingg of the borehole. 

Wee change the model as follows: we add a workframe to the CapCom group that will make the CapCom 
askk the LMP for this drilling end mark voice-data (Figure 7-32). 
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work ff  rame wf_ AskForDrillingEndMar k { 
repeatfalse ; ; 
whe nn (knownval(ReportStartHfeBoreHoleDrïlling.dat a = ReportStartOfDrilling) ) 
do { { 

conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.duringAc tt  = EnergizeDrillActivity) , bc: 100, fc:0) ; 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.fromAgen tt  = CharlieDuke) . bc:100 . fc:0) : 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.pr ii  = 1), bc:100 , fc:0) ; 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.receive dd = false) , bc: 10, fc:0) : 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.sen tt  = false) , bc: 100, fc:0) ; 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMarktoAgen tt  = current) , bc:100 . fc:0) ; 
conclude((ReportDrillingEndMark.wh nn = end) , bc: 100, fc:0) ; 
AskForDrillingEndMark() ; ; 

} } 
> > 

Figuree 7-32. AskForDrillingEndMark workframe of CapCom agent 

Thee precondition of the wf_AskForDrillingEndMark (Figure 7-32) states that when the agent gets the belief 
thatt the drilling of the borehole has started, the agent will ask agent CharlieDuke to report the drilling end 
markk (i.e., the moment the bore stem is all the way into the lunar surface). 

Figuree 7-33 shows that immediately after the LMP agent tells the CapCom agent that he will start the 
drilling,, the CapCom agent asks the LMP agent to communicate when he is done with drilling the bore stem. 
Thiss communication happens at the end of the DrillHfeHole activity. Note, that the LMP agent's model did 
nott change from the nominal model of the procedures. The simulation predicts that the LMP agent will 
answerr the question of the CapCom agent for Voice-Data, as well as when the LMP agent will give the 
answer. . 

Agen tt  Charli e Duke 

itf :: DeployingHfeProbeNol || w£ DeployingHfePn 

DeployingHfee Probe :: DeployingHfePn 

II a BoreHolee Drillin g wff  BoreHoUDrülin: 

BoreHoleDrilling g :: BoreHoleDrillin; 

DrillHfeHole e 

wf:: RemoveDrilll 

:: RemoveDrilll 

wf:: GetWrenrh 

ICenter r 
11 9:10:25 AM ' 9:10:40 AM 

Agentt Tony England 

p p 

op p 

istening g 

isten n 

wf:: | 

P**  | 

9:10:555 AM 1 1 9:11:10.AM M 

+ + 
|| wf. ListeningToVoiceLoop 

jj  ca: ListenToVoiceLoop 

wf:: i wf; Listening 

[AskFo' ' 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening! wf: Listening 

ps:: Listen pa: Listen 

wff  Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf.. Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

1 1 

Figur ee 7-33. Askin g For Voice-Dat a 
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7.5.5.22 Forgetting to communicate voice-data 

Thee Q&A conversation policy includes a policy for the receiver to ask for voice-data (as shown in the 
previouss scenario). If the sender does not communicate the pre-specified voice-data communication, the 
receiverr is to ask for it. Using this approach the model is able to predict when the CapCom agent will ask for 
voice-dataa in situations where the LMP forgets to communicate it. 

Scenario o 

Let'ss assume the LMP forgets to communicate the first scheduled voice-date communication (i.e. reporting 
thatt the RTG cable is connected to C/S). 

Wee change the model as follows: remove the LMP agent's (the sender's) initial-beliefs about the 
ReportHfeCableConnectedToCsReportHfeCableConnectedToCs voice-data. This creates the situation that the agent forgets to 
communicatee the voice-data. 

CentralStationArea a 
8:53:355 AM 

RtgArea a 
8:53:455 AM 

(5 5 Agentt Charlie Duke 

wf:: PreparingHfe Equipment wf:: PreparingHfe Equipment 

ca:: HfeEquipmentPreparation 

wf:: RemovingSubpaJlet 

ca:: RemoveHfeSubpallet 

wf:: Oonnectinglnstrument 

ca:: ConnectHfe 

wf:: ConnectHFE 

pa:: ConnectHfeToCS 

ca:: HfeEquipmentPreparation 

wf:: Deployinglnstrument 

ca:: HfeDeploy 

wf:: DepIoyHFESuoPackage 

ca:: DeployHFE 

wf:: CarryHfePaUet 

arryHfePailetToo Hfe^ 

8:53:355 AM 8:53:455 AM 
Agentt LmComCircuit 

y y MisslonControlCentf r r 

AgentlTon^^ England 
8:53:455 AM 

wf:: ListeningToVoiceLoop wf:: UsteningToVoiceLoop 

ca:: ListenToVoiceLoop JReceiverPolicyll  [iVoiceLoop 

wf: : 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf: : 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf:: Listening 

pa:: Listen 

wf: : 

pa: : 

Figuree 7-34. Asking for Voice-Data 
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Figuree 7-34 shows that after the LMP agent has finished connecting the HFE cable to the C/S, and is 
startingg to move to the RtgArea to deploy the HFE, the CapCom agent realizes that the LMP agent did not 
communicatee that the HFE cable was connected to the C/S. Therefore, the CapCom agent executes the 
ReceivePolicylReceivePolicyl workframe to ask the LMP for confirmation. The LMP agent replies with the confirmation of 
thiss voice-data. Thus, the simulation predicts a question and answer conversation about voice-data between 
thee CapCom agent and the LMP agent, in case the lunar surface agent forgets to communicate the voice-
data.. This was validated against the voice transcription of the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. 

7.5.66 Validatin g creatin g proble m situation s 

Ass described in section 7.3, the model includes an error-recovery procedure. The agent has a general 
proceduree for dealing with unknown situations that cannot be handled by nominal procedures. The 
correctivee behavior of people in a work setting is all about their ability to handle situations that occur and are 
nott described by the nominal procedures. This is part of human ability that is difficult to duplicate by 
machines.. If we want to model and simulate human work practices, we need to be able to simulate this 
humann ability in our models, in order to predict what will happen to the activity-behavior of people in 
unplannedd situations. I will describe the result of two types of scenarios that show how the model is able to 
predictt the agenfs activity-behavior when unplanned situations occur. The first scenario deals with a 
situationn the agent does not know how to handle. Consequently, the agent falls back on the default error-
recoveryy procedure described in section 7.3.3. The second scenario deals with a situation that the agent 
doesdoes know how to handle. 

7.5.6.11 Agent does not know how to solve problem 

Thee default error-recovery procedure (section 7.3.3) describes how a distributed team can handle a 
situation.. This procedure, used by the lunar surface astronauts was very simple: when you're stuck and 
don'tt know what to do next, ask mission control what to do. The following scenario is being modeled and 
validatedd against the mission data. 

Scenario o 

Let'ss assume that after the LMP astronaut has carried the ALSD tools from the LRV to the first HFE probe 
area,, and he is setting the tools down on the lunar surface, something happens to the bore core stem bag 
thatt creates a problem situation. When the astronaut has no method to solve this problem, he asks 
CapComm what to do. 

Wee change the model as follows: during the activity SetAlsdToolsOnSurface an error event needs to be 
generatedd that simulates the problem occurring. Having the BoreCoreStemBag object create an Error 
objectt simulates this. 
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Agentt Charlie Duke 
Wffff f _"L L m m 

wf:: DeployingHfeProbe Nol wf:: Error Han duns wf:: DeployingHfeProbeNol 

ca:: DeployingHfeProbe da:: Handle Error ca:: DeployingHfeProbe 

wf:: Bore Hole Drillin g 

a:: BoreHoleDrilling 

wf:: TakeAlsdHardwareToHfe Dril l Hole 

ca:: CarryAlsdHardwareToHfeDrillHole 

wff  MoveToHfeDrillHole 

-U--:.lM:cWha'ToDo o 

wf:: Bare Hole Drillin g 

ca:: BoreHoleDrilling 

wf:: TakeAlsdHardwareToHfeDrUlHole 

ca:: CarryAlsdHardwareToHfeDrillHole 

wf:: PlaceAIsdToolsOnLnrtarSurfece 

pa:: SetAlsdToolsOnSurface 

Figuree 7-35. Default error-recovery procedure 

Figuree 7-35 shows both the generation of the error event and the performance of the default error-recovery 
proceduree by the LMP and the CapCom. At time 8:43:07 AM the BoreCoreStemBag object creates the 
HfeDeploymentErrorr object (Figure 7-35), and transfers (communicates) the error information in the form of 
beliefss to the object (shown in Figure 7-36). This in effect is the generation of the error-event. The error 
objectt contains event-specific information about the error. The information that is generated is that an error 
hass occurred, where the error has occurred, and an error code that specifies the severity of the error. 

AGENTorOBJECT T StartTime e DISPLAYTEXT T 
HfeDeploymentErrorr 24 BELV: HfeDeploymentError hasOccurredln HfeProbeNolActivity 

HfeDeploymentError r 

HfeDeploymentError r 

24 4 
24 4 

BELV:: The errorCode of HfeDeploymentError equals notserious 
BELV:: The hasOccurred of HfeDeploymentError equals true 

Figuree 7-36. Error Object Data 

Thee LMP detects the error immediately, and after deciding that the error is an error he has to resolve (this is 
representedd by the four thoughtframes that are shown in Figure 7-35) he starts the CheckOutProblem 
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activityy described in section 7.3.3, Figure 7-2056. After checking out the problem and because the agent 
doess not have a specific error procedure for this type of error, the agent starts the default ErrorHandling 
activity,, described in section 7.3.3, Figure 7-21. In this default ErrorHandling activity the LMP asks the 
CapComm for help in solving the problem. The CapCom decides what activity the LMP needs to perform 
next.. This is what the CapCom communicates back to the LMP over the voice-loop (Figure 7-37). 

Display-Tex tt  [Aqent-or-Focus O | StartTim e [DisplayTex t |Aqenl-or-FocusObiect_ 
BELVV The speechAd of Tony England equals HfeProbeNolActivity LmComCircwt 42:SendComTol_m: Charlie Duke 

Figur ee 7-37. CapCom' s error-recover y decisio n 

Becausee the ErrorCode for the Error object is "not serious," the CapCom has decided that the LMP should 
continuee with the deployment of the first HFE probe (i.e. the HfeProbeNol Acrtivity in Figure 7-37). The LMP 
performss the WaitForAnswer activity until the CapCom has communicated this decision. At that point the 
LMPP determines (via a thoughtframe) that he needs to continue with the HfeProbeNolActivity. He continues 
thee DeployingHfeProbe composite activity, and keeps setting the ALSD tools on the lunar surface. 

Thiss error handling activity is a general activity, and would work for both lunar surface astronauts in any of 
theirr activities for any type of error that affects their activity performance. This is because the error object 
describess (in terms of the beliefs it "encodes") what activity it impacts ((error hasOccuredln activity)). The 
downsidee of this approach is that it is not the astronaut agent determining whether the error impacts his 
activity,, it is the modeler creating the error event. What the model predicts is how the astronaut agent 
behavess when such an error occurs. To make the determining of the error impact also predictive, we need 
too represent cognitive error diagnosis abilities for the agent, based on the type of error and its impact on the 
activity. . 

7.5.6.22 Agent knows how to solve problem 

Thee previous section verified the model's default error-handling procedure. Asking mission control what to 
doo is a safe default procedure, because mission control has more information, and more people to help in 
findingg the best solution in a given situation. However, this is not the fastest procedure in all cases. EVA 
timee is resource bounded, and time is critical. Therefore, it makes sense to have the astronaut be able to 
makee critical decisions when he can. The question is how we can model such behavior in a generic way 
suchh that the astronaut will use his decision procedure in a situation when there is one, and if not, will fall 
backk on the default error-handling procedure. This is the topic of this section. 

Examplee Scenario from Apollo16 

Whilee the LMP is emplacing the first HFE probe into the borehole that has been drilled and is 
communicatingg the voice-data about the depth of the probe, et cetera., the CDR is working at the C/S taking 
offf a sub-package and bringing it to another site. While the CDR is walking away from the C/S, his foot gets 
caughtt behind the HFE cable connected to the C/S, and he breaks the cable at the connector to the C/S. At 
thiss point the LMP decides how to solve this unrecoverable error. 

''  Figur e 7-35 does not show the name of the CheckOutProblem  workfram e and activit y due to the font size and lack of space . 
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workfram ee O'onÉo l WnCnMoFiTn r { 

whe nn (knownvaKHfeCabl e isConnecteaT o current ) and 
kmmmaKChartteOukBJocatio nn = ProbeNolArea ) and 
taxwmvaKErnptoceProbeActtvlty.isDone=truo)taxwmvaKErnptoceProbeActtvlty.isDone=truo)  and 
lowwnvaKCharlieDukBxunBntAcövtt yy  = HfaProbeNo2Activtty) ) 

d o { { 
(»nciucto((HfeOepioymentErnirJiaBOcciaTB dd = true) , bc.100 , fe:10u) ; 
coM*Kte((HfeOeploymentEjTo rr  hasOccurred n HfeProbeNo2AdMty) , bc:100 , fc:100); 
condude((HlBDaploynwnlEiTor.occtgreclnljOcalio nn = CentralStattonAnM) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 
conclude((Hf8Depk>ymentEiTor4rroKkKt ee = unrecoverable) , bc:100 , fc:100) ; 
Error(HfeDeptoymentError ,, CetrtiaStoUonArea , HfeProbeNo2ActMty) ; 
conchida((currari tt  contain s HfaCaMe is fatae),  beO, talOO); 

} } 
} } 

Figur ee 7-38. CreateHfeCableErro r workfram e 

Wee change the model as follows: 

Ass in the previous validation, the model needs to generate the appropriate error-event at the appropriate 
time.. In a complete model of both the lunar surface astronauts' work practices, we would include the 
behaviorr of the CDR agent as well. In that case, the CDR agent would trigger the error-event because the 
modell would simulate him tripping over the HFE cable. In this limited model we leave out the behavior of the 
CDRR agent. We use an approach similar to the previous error-recovery validation (section 7.5.6.1). The 
AlsepPkgll object (i.e. the C/S) generates the HfeDeploymentError object with the appropriate error-event 
information,, at the appropriate moment in time (Figure 7-38). The error-event is generated when the LMP is 
donee with the EmplaceProbe activity, and is just starting the HteProbeNo2Acdvity activity. Breaking the HFE 
cablee cannot be fixed; thus the error is an unrecoverable error. The location where the error occurred is the 
locationn of the C/S (CentralStationArea). 

Noww that the correct error-event is being generated, the next change in the model is to add a situation 
specificc error-handling activity that allows the agent to handle unrecoverable errors during the DeployingHfe 
activity.. When there is an unrecoverable HFE error, the astronaut deploying the HFE should not continue 
deployingg the HFE, because this would be a waste of time. This is the basis upon which we can develop an 
error-handlingg activity in which the astronaut can decide himself what to do next. 

Polymorphicc Activity-Behavior 

Polymorphismm is a feature of object-oriented programming in which it becomes possible to design and 
implementt systems that are easily extensible (Cardelli and Wegner 1985). By including more specific 
classess and methods in a generic hierarchical class structure, only those parts of a program need 
modificationss that require direct knowledge of the more specific behavior. In borrowing this concept for 
designingg the ability to add more specific error-handling behavior, I have developed an extensible and easy 
modifiablee error-handling activity design, based on the notion of polymorphism. 

Thee idea behind the design is the following: we specify default activity-behavior for agents who need to be 
ablee to perform an error-handling activity in a group that represents the activity—in this case I called the 
groupp the ResoiveError group. This group includes all the activities and workframes for being able to resolve 
errorss in a default way. Agents who are members of this group can resolve errors. Then, if we need to make 
aa more specific error-handling behavior for an agent, we add a more specific error-handling activity in a 
subgroupp of the ResoiveError group, and use a form of activity overriding to execute the correct error-
handlingg activity. 

Figuree 7-39 shows the polymorphic design for the error-handling behavior. The ResoiveError group 
representss the default error-handling behavior. The ErrorHandling workframe calls the HandleError activity 
(seee Figure 7-21 and Figure 7-35) with a high priority of 50. In the HfeDeployment group a more specific 
error-handlingg procedure is defined in the more specific HfeDeployment.HandleError() activity. This activity 
iss called in the DeployingHfeProbeErrorHandling workframe with a priority of 55. 
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Whenn the error-handling activity needs to be performed, both workframes in the two groups can become 
availablee for an agent. Because of the higher priority activity in the more specialized lower-level workframe, 
thee lower-level workframe will always have precedence over the more higher-level workframe. Interestingly, 
iff for some reason the more specialized activity cannot find an appropriate solution, the higher-level activity 
willl be executed, which in this case will always result in the default error-recovery behavior, i.e. asking 
missionn control for help. 

ResolveErro r r 

Activities: : 
HandleE(TOr (( .nt, Error, LmVoiceLoop, Activity) 

Workframes s 
ErrorHandlin gg ( 

whenn (...) { 
HandleError(50 ,, ....); 

} } 
) ) 

I I 

4 4 
HfeDeploymen t t 

Activities: : 
HandleError (( int, Error, LmVoiceLoop, Activity) 

Workframes s 
DeployingHfeProbeErrorHandlin gg { 

whenn (...) { 
HandleError(5 55 ); 

] ] 
} } 

Figuree 7-39. Polymorphic Error Handling Behavior 

HfeDeploymentt HandleError Activity 

Figuree 7-21 shows the workframe-activity hierarchy for the default HandleError activity, whereas Figure 7-40 
showss it for the more specific HandleError activity in the HfeDeployment group. 

Finished d 

Dee cldeErrorS olution 

Figuree 7-40. HfeDeployment group's HandleError Activity tree, generated by the Brahms engine 

Inn this more specific activity the agent decides on a solution to the error situation. The only decision he 
knowss to make is when there is an unrecoverable error. In that case, while the agent is executing the 
DecideWhatToDoDecideWhatToDo activity, the L/nrecoveraWeErrorthoughtframe fires. 

LunarSurfaceAstronau t t 

Activities s 

Workframes s 
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woiMran ww DeploylngHfBProbeEnwHandiin g { 
repeatfalse ; ; 
variables : : 

foreach(Error )) erro r 
forone(Activity )) act ; 
coUectalKUnVoteeLoop )) vtcoms ; 

whe nn (knownvaKerror^MrentClas t  Error ) and 
knawnvat(curren tt  isTtosoMn g error ) and 
knownvaHvIcomsxornmuntcationTyD ee = LmVotoeLoop ) and 
notfcurrertLnani ee = vlcorns/iame ) and 
lrownvaKcurreritxiMren*Actrvtty=act) ) ) 

d o { { 
HandtaError(55 ,, error , vlcoms , act) ; 

) ) 
} } 

Figur ee 7-41. Workfram e DeptoyingHfeProbeErrorHandlin g in the HfeDeptoymen t Group 

cornoosrèe_ac*rvttyHana1eEriic<(irr t t 
priority ::  prl ; 
activities : : 

prtmltlve.actJvtt yy  DeckJeWrtafToDofln t prl , in t dur , Activit y act ) { 

__ } 
workframas : : 

priority ::  prl ; 
max_duratJon ::  dur ; 
resources ::  act ; 

workfram ee DeckJeErrorSolutJo n { 
repaabb islss ; 
whe nn (known(error^rrorCod e = value) ) 
do< < 

DeckteWha«ToOo<0,5 ,, act) ; 

} } 
} } 

thougrttframes : : 
thouuJitfiBw ee UnrBcovwrwhlwrrm r { 

} } 
} } 

repea tt  fatoe ; 
whe nn (taownvaHenwjRTorCod e = unrecoverable) ) 
*>{ { 

com*ide((ctjrrenLnextActivlt yy  = DrIHCoreSampleActMty) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 
conckideftcurren tt  needsToResolv e erro r Is false) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 
concaJde((curren tt  tsResoMn g erro r is false) , bc100 , fc:0) ; 
condude((error.statu ss = resolved) , bc:100 , fc:0) ; 

} } 

Figur ee 7-42. Activit y HandleErro r in the HfeDeptoymen t Group 

Figuree 7-41 and Figure 7-42 give the source code for the workframe that calls the HandleError activity, and 
thee HandleError activity, respectively. As described above, it is the UnreooverabfeError tnoughtframe that 
allowss the agent to decide what to do next. In case of an unrecoverable error situation during the 
deploymentt of a HFE probe, the agent will stop with the current activity, and will start the 
DrillCoreSampleActMtyDrillCoreSampleActMty as his immediate next activity (see the thoughframe in Figure 7-42); 

condude((currentnextActivtt yy  = DrMCofeSampieActMty) , b e l t » , fteo) ; 

Howw does the agent switch from deploying the HFE probe to drilling the core sample? This is accomplished 
usingg an impasse detectable. An impasse means that the workframe being impassed cannot continue until 
thee impasse condition is lifted. In this scenario, the impasse condition should hold as long as the HFE 
deploymentt error is not corrected, and the agent cannot continue deploying the HFE probe. This is 
implementedd with the DetectErrorCondition detectable in the DeployingHfeProbeNol and 
DeptoyingHfeProbeNo22 workframes. Figure 7-43 shows the detectable in the DeptoyingHfeProbeNo2 
workframe. . 
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Duringg the deployment of the HFE probes, as soon as the agent detects that an HfeDeptoymentError error 
hass occurred (see detectable in Figure 7-43): 

detBCt((Hf0OeploymentError.hasOccurTied=true)) ) 

thee current activity of the agent gets impassed, until, 

(HfeDepk>ymentError.hasOccurredd = false) 

workframee PeptoytngttfeProbeNo2 { 
repeat:repeat: false; 
detectables: : 

detectablee DetectErrofCondltion { 
whenn (whenever) 

delBct((HfeDaploymentError.hasOccunedd = true)) 
thenn impasse; 

} } 

whenn (knownvaKcurrentnextActJvity= HfeProbeNo2Acttvtty)) 
do{ { 

condude((currentcurrentActivityy = HfeProbeNo2Activtty), bc:100, fc:100); 
PtekUpAlsdHardvrare(0); ; 
Depk>yingHfeProbe(0); ; 

} } 
} } 

Figuree 7-43. Workframe DeployingHfeProbeNo2 

Simulationn Result 

Simulatingg the scenario results in the behavior is shown in Figure 7-44. When the HFE error occurs at 
9:20:500 AM, the agent immediately detects the error and starts the default error-recovery procedure, 
impassingg the current PickUpAlsdHardware activity (see Figure 7-19). The default error-recovery procedure 
iss started. The first step is to check out the problem. To do this the agent moves to the location where the 
errorr occurred, i.e. at the CentnalStationArea. Then, instead of performing the default HandleError activity, 
thee agent performs the more specific HandleError activity in the HfeDeployment group. You can see the 
firingg of the UnrecoverableError thoughtframe above the HandleError activity. 
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Figuree 7-44. Simulating DeployingHfeProbe ErrorHandling Procedure 

Afterr the agent has made the decision, he continues with the default error-recovery procedure. The next 
activityy is to move back to the area where the agent came from, i.e. ProbeNolArea. Once he has arrived at 
thatt area, he starts the DrillCoreSample activity. The DeployingHfeProbe activity is impassed, and will stay 
impassed,, because the error will not be resolved. 

Validationn of the simulation data 

Thee simulation in Figure 7-44 is based on the real Apollo 16 error-scenario described previously. We can 
thereforee validate the simulation result with the data from the Apollo 16 mission. Following is the voice 
transcriptionn of the Apollo 16 mission from (Jones 1997). Although the specific timing from the real data and 
thee simulation data is not exact, the model is a plausible representation of what transpired during the actual 
Apolloo 16 mission. 

121:21:211 Duke: Okay, (on) the second one: the thermal cover is in to the second red mark. And, Tony, the probe is out of the 
groundd up to B-8. Right on the line between B-7 and B-8. 

121:21:377 England: Okay: Baker 7 and 8. (Pause) 

(While(While Charlie was talking, John lilted the mortar package of! the top of the Central Station and headed around the east side 

towardtoward the subpallet. Ashe went between the rock and the Central Station, he lifted his right foot to clear a cable - as he had 

donedone previously - but, just off-camera, his trailing left foot was caught in the heat-flow ribbon cable and, because of the tension 

fromfrom that cable, he stumbles slightly and, in the process, bends his right knee enough that his left knee almost touches the 

ground.ground. Ashe brings his lelt leg forward, we see the heat-How cable draped over the top of his foot. Fendell tilts the TV down as 

JohnJohn steps forward with his right foot and then, as he makes a final step with his left, the cable pulls taught and tears loose from 

thethe base of the Central Station. John turns to his left and, as he hops backwards away from the Central Station, his left leg off 

thethe ground, he surveys the damage.] 

121:21:455 Young: Chadie. 

121:21:466 Duke: What? 

121:21:477 Young: Something happened here. 
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12121:411 Duke: What happened ? 

12121:499 Young : I dorï t know . (Brie f Pause) Here's a Ine that pule d loose . (Pause) 

(John(John  puts  the monar  package  dom  andgoes  to  his  right  knee to  try  to get  the end ofthe  heat-Bow  cable.  He rises wimoutiL] 

»» 121:2157 Duke: Ulwh . 

121:21: »» Young : What is that ? What tne is* ? 

{John{John  kicks  the end of  the cable  toward  the rock  and then  gets  dom  on both  knees,  steadying  hknseiï  with  hb left  hand  on fie 

rock,rock,  and picks  up the severed  end of  tie  cable.] 

11 22:02 Duke: That' s the heat flow.  You'v e pule d i off . 

121:22:055 Young : I don t know how it happened . (Pause) 

[John[John  rises  easily  and merely  has to  step  forward  to  get  his  feet  under  him.  Al  of  r&rnoverrients  are amazingly  stable.] 

12122:111 Young : (Wakin g towar d the Centra l Station ) Puled loos e fro m there ? 

12122:122 Duke: Yeah. 

12122:144 Young : God almighty . (Pause) 

-+12122:177 Duke: Wei , I'm wastin g my time . 

[John[John  drops  to  his  knees  at me back  of  tfie  Central  Station  and examines  tie  connector.  Photo  AS16-113-W348 O is  a close-

upup  of  the end of  the cable  and tie  connector.] 

12122200 Young : I'm sorry . I didn' t even know... I didn' t even know it. (Pause) Agh ; it' s sur e gone . 

[John[John  leans  back  to  get his  cerrter-of-gravky  overhis  feet  rises, and,  this  time,  has to  hop  back  a foot  or  two  to  get  his  balance  J 

12122:344 England : Did the wir e or die connecto r com e off? 

12122:366 Young : (los t unde r Tony ) had our firs t catastrophe . It's brok e right  at the connector . 

[John[John  starts  waiting  toward the  monar  package;  and Chariie  comes  into  view,  going  to  the Central  Station  to  inspect  the 

damage.] damage.] 

22 Duke: The wir e came off at the connector . 

12122:455 England : Okay, we copy . (Pause) 

[To[To  get  past  the rock,  John  actualy  steps  up on it  and over.  To my knowledge,  thb  b me only  record  in  Apoto  of  someone 

steppingstepping  up on something.  The rock  is  approximately  20 centimeters  tal  and is  equivalent  to  the rise of  an ordinary  household 

step.] step.] 

12122:455 England : Okay, I gues s we can forge t the rest of that heat flow. 

55 Duke: Yeah, I'l go do the (deep core) . (Pause) Oh, rats ! 
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7.66 CONCLUSION 

Inn conclusion I come back to the research question for this experiment, and discuss the findings. Simulation 
iss an imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time. Whether done by hand or by 
computer,, simulation generates an artificial history of the system and the observation of that history to draw 
conclusionss about the operating characteristics of the real-world process or system (Banks et al. 1996). 
Predictingg behavioral changes of a complex system is thus one of the important reasons for using 
simulationn technology. 

Inn this case study I used Brahms to simulate the procedures for the Apollo HFE deployment. The simulation 
modell was used to predict the astronauts behavior, based on the real Apollo 15 and 16 missions. The 
Brahmss simulation generated a simulation history file that could be inspected using the Brahms 
AgentViewerr program. 

7.6.11 Experimen t outcom e discussio n 

Thee goal in this experiment is to determine whether using Brahms allows us to develop models of work 
practicee that can predict the changes in human behavior and the impact on the work system based on 
contextuall changes. To determine this, I implemented a Brahms model of the nominal work process of a 
lunarr surface astronaut (the LMP) deploying the Heat Flow Experiment on the Moon (sections 7.1, 7.2, and 
7.3). . 

First,, I verified the Brahms model's simulation of the normative behavior of the astronaut, based on the 
detailedd Apollo 16 Lunar Surface Procedures (sections 7.5.1, 7.5.2 and 7.5.3). Next, I defined a number of 
typess of situational changes we could create as changes to the model (section 7.5.4). Then, I found a two 
scenarioss from the Apollo 15 and 16 missions with which I tested these types of changes in separate 
simulationn runs, to validate the predictive behavior of the model (sections 7.5.5 and 7.5.6). The outcome of 
thiss experiment is summarized in Table 7-2. 

Tablee 7-2. Summary of Experiment Outcome 

Predic t t 

Nomina ll  Activit y 
Behavio r r 

Change ss in 
Voice-Dat a a 
Communicatio n n 

Erro rr  Recover y 
Behavio r r 

OperaUonalizatio n n 

Apolloo HFE deployment 

Addingg and forgetting of 
HFEE voice-data 
communicationn from 
lunarr surface to mission 
control l 

Situatedd error events 
duringg HFE deployments 

Modell  Inpu t 

Apolloo 16 Final Lunar 
Surfacee Procedures for 
nominall HFE 
deployments s 

Changess to the Apollo 
166 Final Lunar Surface 
schedulee for HFE voice-
dataa communication 
(additionss and 
omissions) ) 

Errorr objects and 
generatedd error events 

Modell  Outpu t 

Predictionn of nominal 
activityy behavior during 
HFEE deployment on the 
Moon. . 

Predictionn of voice-data 
communication-activity y 
behavior. . 

Predictionn of individual 
andd distributed error-
recoveryy behavior 

Thee validation shows that with the correct behavioral abstraction and modeling approach we can develop 
Brahmss models that can be used to predict the collective behavior of agents in specific situations. 
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7.SJ27.SJ2  Modelin g approach — discussio n 

Thee modeling approaches that have been developed during this experiment are useful for future predictive 
models.. In the first experiment, the Apollo 12 ALSEP Offload, the model was developed with no generic 
featuress in mind, even though we were able to reuse part of the voice-loop communication model. The 
modell could not simulate any other scenario than the Apollo 12 specific scenario. In the HFE Deployment 
modell I focussed on making the model generic. This means that by changing some simple parameters in 
thee input, I was able to simulate a different scenario. The following modeling techniques and approaches 
weree developed, and could be used in the future for predictive models. 

1.. Parameterize the activity plan for agents—Section 7.2.1. 

Thee agents do not have their activity plan hardwired in the preconditions, but instead have an externall plan 
representedd as beliefs in an artifact. This way the agent can dynamically determine the order of the 
activities,activities, either by communicating with the artifact (such as reading a plan), inferring a new plan, or by 
detectingg changes in the environment. Other agents are also able to communicate any changes in the plan. 

2.. Conversation policies for predicting agent communication—Section 7.2.2 

II abstracted a standard process of asking and answering questions into conversation policies. Using this 
pragmaticc modeling approach for defining how agents converse, based on transcriptions of the Apollo 15 
andd 16 mission, I was able to predict when and how question and answer conversations between agents 
takee place. Again, in the Apollo 12 model the communications were hardwired in the body of workframes, 
andd were very limited, because it does not allow for variations in the communication between agents. 

3.. Polymorphic activity design for specializing activity behavior—Section 7.5.6.2 

Anotherr interesting finding in this experiment is the use of polymorphism, supported by the Brahms 
languagee in designing default and more specialized activity behavior. The use of group membership and the 
inheritancee of attributes, relations, initial beliefs and facts, as well as activities and workframes, allow for 
polymorphism.. This is similar to polymorphism in object-oriented languages. In object-oriented languages 
polymorphismm is used to specialize object type behavior. However, in modeling agent behavior, 
polymorphismm is used tor a different purpose. The purpose here is to create default and specialized 
behavior.. The lower in the group hierarchy a polymorphic activity is defined, the more specialized this 
behaviorr is. However, the specialized behavior is not overriding the default behavior, but is in addition to it. 
Therefore,, the agent can perform both the default behavior, as well as the more specialized behavior. Using 
thiss approach we can make sure the agent is always able to act in any situation, by providing at least one 
defaultt activity and more specialized activities for different situations. 

Thiss ends the second case study. Next, I describe the third and last case study, that of prescribing a new 
workk system. 
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